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obtain adequate ferry service to
and from the mainland. A bill,
calling for a t2.000.000 bond issue
for three boats and docks is pres
ently being entertained by the cur
rent legislature. Representative
Sherman Baird of North Haven is
sponsor of the bill.
Should the bill be approved by
the legislature, the citizens of the
state will be allowed to pass on
the bond issue in a statewide re
ferendum vote.
Lobster at the supper, which
starts at 6 p. m., will be furnished
by the transportation committees
and will be provided by Vinal
haven lobster dealers.

British Fishing

Municipal Court

Editor Cites M.L.A.

A 16 year old Union boy re
ceived a suspended sentenced to
the State School for Boys and was
Placed on probation for two years
after pleading guilty to larceny in
Rockland Municipal Court Satur
day morning.
The boy was charged with the
larceny of tools valued at $214.31
by their owner. John Creighton of
1 nion, on Jan. 11. The warrant,
brought by the Knox County Sher
iff’s Department, alleged the lar
ceny of such items as knives,
shears, saws, fuses, an electric
motor and numerous tools.
The boy, who is employed at an
Augusta poultry plant, was in
structed to turn over his pay
checks to his mother as part of the
provisions of his probation. The
terms of the probation would be
continued, or revised, when he
reached his seventeenth birthday.

For Industry Unity

World Fishing, a magazine of the
industry published in London, EngIan, recently took notice editori
ally of the Maine Lobstermen's
Association.
The editorial points out to Birtish
fishermen the incident last year
which led to the calling in of
Maine’s lobstermen in a showdown
on prices with dealers.
From the editorial, one gathers
that England has much the same
Idea as existed in Maine for gen
erations; that fishermen cannot be
induced to work together. The
writer points out that it has been
accomplished in Maine and sug
gests that it can be done in the
British Isles through their Fisher
ies Organization Society.
Chester Emery. Jr.. 26. formerly
He cites a price situation last
year in which men in the pilchard of Thompson street and presently
industry in Cornwall could have cf New Bedford. Mass., was con
taken steps much the same as victed of driving under the influ
Maine lobstermen did to accomp ence of liquor on a second offense
Warrant.
lish their desires.
He was f.ned $300 and received a
The incident referred to was
three
months jail sentence that
one last summer in which a Port
land dealer attempted to slash the was suspended. He was then
lobster price to fishermen. The placed on two years probation.
State police were complainants
result was that President Leslie
after stopping Emery on Route 1
Dyer of the Maine Lobstermen's
in Camden on Feb. 2. A charge of
Association asked lobstermen to
driving after revocation of his
halt fishing until the price was
license was filed by the court.
back to a figue which they con
sidered profitable. They respond
Walter K. Butler. Jr., 19, of
ed the length of the coast and the I
Thomaston pleaded guilty of
price promptly went up to the de-!
failure to yield the right of way
sired figure and has remained at
and paid a fine of $10 and $6
a price satisfactory to fishermen
court costs on a charge brought as
since.
the result of an accident.

Corps To Play
For Tournament

A car driven by Butler was in
volved in a collision with one
driven by off-duty Thomaston pa
trolman Robert Walsh, 28 at the
junction of Routes 1 and 131 in
Thomaston Feb. 8. Neither was
injured but extensive damage was
reported to the Walsh car. But
ler was exiting from a service sta
tion driveway.
State police brought the charge
against Butler after their investi
gation of the collision.
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One Hurt As Car Drops Into River At Union Glennon Gets Prison For Shooting; Gaudet

Sent To Windham For Camden Holdup;
Snowdeal Fined $500. fn Auto Crash Death

FERRY NEEDS WITH COMMITTEES
Town transportation committees
of North Haven, Vinalhaven. Islesboro and Swans Island will play
hosts at a Feb. 20 lobster supper
at the Augusta House in Augusta
to the highway committee of the
legislature when informal discus
sions on the transportation prob
lems of those areas will be held.
The legislative delegations from
Knox, Waldo and Hancock Coun
ties will attend the “get acquaint
ed" supper among about 70 in
vited guests. The state house
press corps is also invited.
The island communities are
presently engaged in an effort to
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Marvin Snowdeal. 24, of South
Portland retracted a plea of inno
cent and pleaded guilty to charges
of manslaughter and reckless j
driving during Monday morning's
session of the February term of ,
Superior Court in Knox County.
Snowdeal. driver of a car that
smashed up in front of the Shady
Oaks Cabins in Glen Cove last
June 3. ».vas fined $500 on the
manslaughter conviction and re
ceived a suspended three months
jail sentence for reckless driving.
He was placed on two years pro
bation
by
Justice
Randolph
Weatherbee.
Snowdeal appeared at an ar
raignment Friday afternoon be
fore Justice Weatherbee on secret
. indictments returned by the grand
1 jury sitting during last October’s
Total damage was reported by State Police after the sedan, pictured above in its resting spot in Superior Court term.
Snowdeal's arraignment was
the waist deep St. Georges River in Union, descended the embankment, sheared the top off some alders
on the hank behind the car and dropped through the air landing “pancake” style in the water. Two postponed because he was hospi
youths were injured.
Photo by McKeon talized at the time from injuries
An 18 year old Waltham. Mass.,1 slight forehead lacerations. He waist deep water near the opposite received in the crash.
A companion of Snowdeal’s.
boy is hospitalized with head, face did not require hospitalization, bank below the bridge,
and knee injuries and his 18 year Both youths were treated at the
The river, shallow but swift i Roland Marriner. 19. of Owls
old Union companion received office of Dr. Arnold Walker in moving, held the damaged doors of ) Head, died a few days lat^r of
forehead lacerations when the car Union immediately following the the 1949 Ford sedan tight so that injuries received in the accident.
Willis Glennon. 51 year old West
they were riding left a down grade accident.
it was necessary to break out one
Rockport woodsman, received a
in Union village Sunday night and
Trooper Lawrence Chapman and of the windows,
plummeted down an embankment deputies of the Knox County
Alfred Tolman and Gerald Tor- four to eight year sentence to the
Sheriff’s Patrol rushed to the rev, both of Union, arrived on the Maine State Prison at Thomaston
into the St. Georges river.
scene and descended the embank- ! Monday afternoon.
Lee MacFarland, son of Mr. and scene to furnish aid.
Glennon, last week, had entered
Mrs. Elston MacFarland of WalChapman reported that the car, ment to help the youths out of the
tham. Mass., was rushed to Knox operated by MacFarland and car. Upham made his way out the i a plea of guilty to a charge of
Hospital by ambulance for treat- traveling east on Route 17 intp the broken window and he and Mac- I assault with intent to murder
ment for a laceration above the village center crashed when con- Farland were taken to the home of Arthur Wentworth. 4S. of 23 Ames
left eye. a possible concussion and trol of the vehicle was lost on a Dr. Walker for immediate treat- bury’ Street in the kitchen of his
home on the night of November
contusion of the knees and hands, steep downgrade. The car swerved ment
He was admitted but is in “good” to the right and then to the left
Upham was sent home after 8 last year when four shots were
condition, according to the hospital crashing over two guard posts at first aid and MacFarland to the fixed at the Rockland man.
The shooting, which sent one
an angle and down a 50 foot en- hospital.
report.
The accident occurred about 7.45 bullet from a revolver into Went
His companion, Wayne Upham, bankment. The car then dropped
m., state police reported. The worth’s abdomen and three into
18. son of Mr. and Mis. Oscar Up- 15 feet through the air and “pan
an elbow, stemed from an argu
landing upright in the investigation is continuing.
ham of North Union, sustained caked.

Grass Fires, Cat

Mishaps Send

Genthner Low

Several Persons

Bidder For City

To Hospital

Gasoline Trade

Ga/iano Commissioned In Army

Call Out Firemen
Two grass fires, a flooded oil
burner and a cat up a pole k* pr
Rockland firemen hopping this
weekend.
Late Friday night, a call re
porting a cat strander on a pole
in front of a home at 67 Rankin
Street took firemen and the aerial
ladder to the spot to execute the
rescue.
The call was answered
at 9.45 p. ni.
A*t 4.58 a. nr. Saturday’ morn
ing. the fire crew was called to
the home of Mrs. Forrest Brazier
at 60 New County Road where it
was reported an oil burner had
flooded in an apartment above the
Bee Line Service garage. Upon
arrival the burner was working
poperly and no damage was re
ported.
At 10.48 a. m., firemen raced

LET’S DANCE!

Base, Gaudet said he needed the
Wentworth has since recovered money for bills and expenses to
drive back to the base.
from his wounds.
A civil suit brought by Alden A.
In the third major case handled
Stanley of Rockland for $377.13
Monday, Desmond G. Gaudet. 23.
against Kenneth Roes of Rock
of Providence. R. I., received an
land was heard by Justice Weath
indeterminate sentence to th *
erbee Monday morning. Stanley*
Men’s Reformatory* in South
Rockland garage proprietor, was
Windham. He had pleaded guilty
sacking the funds for goods and
last week to a charge of assault
services provided Roes for his
with intent to steal.
truck during 1952.
Gaudet confessed to entering
A judgment in favor of Stanley
the Hodgman and Company c!o»h was returned.
ing store in Camden on December
Toivo R. Mahonen of South
4. wedding a jack knife and at Thomaston withdrew an appeal on
tempted to rob the cash register, a Municipal Court conviction of
assaulting clerk Maurice Payson, driving under the influence of
Jr., son of the owner.
liquor and paid the lower court
Late from a weekend leave fine of $100.
Mahonen w’as ar
from the Bucks Harbor Air Force rested on November 7.

A series of mishaps sent sev
eral Knox County residents to the
Knox Hospital for treatment. AU
were released following the treat
ment.
On Saturday. Robert Robbins.
12 year old Warren youngster,
was treated for a sprained left
inkle and contusions which he re
ceived in a jump while plajfing in
a barn.
Dale Patchell. 28. Rockland
High teacher, suffered a sprained
right foot when he tripped on a
beam the same day.
Robert McKusic, four year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Mc
Kusic of 67 Talbot Avenue, was
treated Saturday fox- a laceration
of the forehead. He received the
injury while playing at home.
Loren Herrick. 9. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dana Herrick of Ten
ants Harbor, received a sprained
left elbow when he fell off the
back of a companion while play
ing “piggy back”.
Another accident victim took a
fall Saturday, this one from the
back of a real horse.
Robert
Doak, 30. of 292 Limerock Street
•;vas treated for a sprained right
foot and ankle and several con
tusions of the body.
He was injured when he fell
from the back of a horse he was
riding near his home. Doak was
dragged several feet before break
ing free, according to the report.
He was released following treat
ment.
On Sunday. Larry St red. 32. of
Warren was treated at Knox Hos
pital for a dislocated right should
er. Stred received the injury
when he slipped on the ice while
ice fishing.
Nine year old James Hughes
son of Mrs. Corinne Hughes of 29
James Street suffered a fracture
of the left wrist when he fell while
riding his bike. He was treated
Four University of Maine students who completed their academic work in February have received Sunday.

And Oil Burner

The Port O’ Rockland Junior
Drum and Bugle Corps will plav I
at the Class M and S basketball 1
tournament at the Colby Field
House at Waterville March 2.
The unit is scheduled for the open
ing ceremony at 7 p. m.
The unit will then return to
Rockland for the Bun Thompson
• ♦ •
in a 25 mile zone on Main street in
Night dance at the Community
Joseph A. Morals of Portland
Building where they are sched pleaded guilty to passing on a Rockland Friday night. She was
stopped by Rockland police who
uled to appear at 10.15.
curve and was fined $10 and $6
brought the charge.
costs of court. The complaint was
• • •
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette. brought by state police after they
A rpeeding charge against Ron
stopped Morals on Route 1 in
ald Woodbury, 18. of 8 Lovejoy
Thomaston Feb. 15. He was driv
street was dismissed after he was
HADASSAH
ing a tractor-trailer unit.
i
found not guilty in Saturday’s
COOKED FOOD SALE
„
* * '
Raymond P. Carleton of Union court session.
Meredith's Furniture Store
Woodbury was stopped by Rock
pleaded guilty of parking without
THURSDAY, FEB. 21-10 a.m. lights being displayed and paid a land police on Route 17 in Rock
land Feb. 12 and charged with
$10 fine and $6 costs.
The complaint was brought by driving 65 miles an hour in a 45
state police and alleged the park mile zone. Woodbury claimed his
ing violation on the night of Feb. speedometer was inoperative. The
Call 8900
I case had been continued from
12 on Route 131 in Union.
COMMUNITY OIL CO
j Feb. 13.
« •
For TV Stamp* with
• • *
RANGE CA^SO FUEL
Sara Simonton. 18. of Rockport
Terrance
Perrigo,
18, of Pleas
pleaded not guilty but was found
eeeseesss °T$ieTseTT7>7l
guilty of driving 50 miles an hour ant street was found not guilty of
passing through a stop sign as
charged in a complaint brought by
Rockland police in Municipal Court
Monday morning.
Perrigo was stopped by police
early Monday morning and charged
Saturday Evening, Feb. 23
with passing through the stop sign
9 til 12
at the junction of Pleasant street
and Broadway.
THORNDIKE HOTEL
Perrigo told the court that one
INFORMAL
REFRESHMENTS
GOOD MUSIC
of his tires was smooth and to
come to a complete stop would
CALL 518-J
$1.09
FOR RESERVATIONS
DONATION
have made it impossible to start
Sponsored by KniAt Hospital Auxiliary
again without backing up because
22-23
of the icy roadway.

ment over an alleged debt.

commissions in the I'. 8. Army. Shown at the commissioning ceremonies arts left to right: Dino A.
Galiano, Rockland; Robert W. Upham, Rumford, K. I.; Janet Stone. Rockland, a guest tor the ceremoniesJohn R. Hicks nnd Mrs. Hicks, South Paris; David R. Hutton, Yonkers, N. Y.; and Captain Joseph I). Park,
who administered the oath. Galiano is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Galiano of 84 Park street. Rock
land. Miss Stone is the daughter of Mrs. Gladys 4 . Stone of 176 Broadway.

Both Parties In

wa rds.

At the Democrat caucus, the
following were named: for select
Waldoboro Select
men, Bernard Newbert and Fran
Town Candidates
cis Gruhn; school board. A. D.
At the Republican caucas held Grey; fiire wards, Keith Winchen
Clarence Lee, Robert
Thursday evening at the Waldo bach,
boro Municipal Building, the fol Hanrahan, Edward Genthner and
Robert Maxcv.
lowing candidates were nomina
ted for the annual town meeting
One trouble with experience is
to be held in March.
that people pay a lot for it and
William Brooks,
Jr.,
town then try to give it away as free
clerk; Thomas Bragg and Parker advice.
Spofford for selectmen; Dr. Rich
ard Waterman, school board; Hol
lis Pitcher, Fred Harris, Henry
Hilton and Clarence Lee for fire

Feathered Vandal

At Ash Point
People in Ash Point may have
to shutter their picture windows
against those feathered projectiles
known as partridges.
Monday morning, Bud Wood,
turning his Owls Head school bus
in the driveway of Don Lewis in
Ash Point, noticed a picture win
dow had been smashed. Don and
his family being in Fort Myers
Fla. for the winter, he notified the

If I had my life to live again,
I would have made n rule to read
<ome poetry and listen to some
nusic at least once a week. The
oss of these tastes is a loot at
BEAUTIFUL THINGS

Beautiful faces are those that
wear—
It matters little if dark or fair—
Whole-souled honesty printed
there.
. , "■
Beautiful ayes are those that show
Like crystal panes where hearthlircs glow.
Beautiful thoughts that burn be
low.
Beautiful lips are those whose
words
Leap from the heart like songs of
birds.
Yet whose utterance prudence
girds.

Beautiful hands arp those that do
Work that is honest and brave
nnd true.
Moment by moment the long day
through.
Beautiful feet are those that go
On kindly ministries to and fro,
Down lowliest ways, if God wills
it so.

Beautiful shoulders are those that
bear
Ceaseless burdens of homely care
With patient grace and daily
prayer.
Beautiful lives are those that
bless
owner's father, Capt. Ote Lewis, Silent rivers of happiness,
Whose hidden fountains but few
who investigated.
may guess.
At first, the damage was laid to
a vandal using a good sized rock, Beautiful twilight at set of sun,
but there were no tracks in the Beautiful goal with race well won.
new snow to bear out the opinion. Beautiful rest with work well
done.
Inside the house. Ote found a
few partridge feathers in the liv Beautiful graves where grassei
creep.
ing room and finally located a
Where brown leaves fall, where
plump partridge near a radiator in
drifts lie deep
the dining room.
Over worn-out hands—oh! beauti
ful sleep!
The bird had rocketed through
a heavy plate glass picture window
Ellen P. Allerton.
and through a Venetian blind in
his flight. He shed a few feathers
there and apparently survived
to fly around inside the house to
expire from injuries received in
the dining room.

-fora
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Just
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Stamp to save me writing

and a
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GOOD CAUSE!

Some of the handy usee
for

Get Your Ticket For Sure To the

RUBBER

STAMPS

Receipting bills

ROCKLAND STORES OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT

Bun Thompson Benefit Dance
MARCH 2nd AT COMMUNITY BUILDING
THE BEST REFRESHMENTS EVER AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES

* Fun

* Prizes

* Good Music
DONATION - ONE DOLLAR

Names and addressee

Laundry marking

(INFORMAL)

February 21st To 9:00 P. M.

FEB. 22nd AND REMAIN CLOSED

<OUR FAVORITE POEM

“Ah,

to a small grassy area at 229
Park Street where a fire was
burning. The trouble was quickly
taken care of.
At 12.03 p. m.. another grass
fire call was answered near the
home of Ernest Long at 113 Cam
den Street. No damage was re
ported.

STORES GENERALLY WILL OBSERVE NATIONAL HOLIDAY

The City of Rockland’s annual
gasoline contract was awarded to
Roland A. Genthner of Waldoboro,
City Service Oil distributor, at a
price of 22.9 cents a gallon, it was
announced by Cty Manager Lloyd
K. Allen this week.
The Waldoboro firm was award
ed the contract after being the
lowest bidder of five entered.
Others entered were: Texas Oil
Company, 23.3 cents; Socony Oil
Company. 23.9 cents; American
Oil Company. 24.4 cents: and Gulf
Oil Corportion, 24.4 cents.
The Genthner bid was based on
last week's tank wagon price.

* Fine Cause

Endorsing checks
Dating forme
Any Stop Tm Nm&
On arder at
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Arnold L. Drinkwater. son of
Mr. and Mrs Herman L. Drinkwa
ter of Ash Point is stationed at
Skulthorpe Air Base, England,
where he is a propellor mechanic.
He graduated from Rockland High
School in the class of 1952 and en
listed in the Air Force. Dec. 27.
1954.
William Emery of Rock- .
land took his basic training with
Arnold at Sampson Air Force
Base, and at Illinois and they have
been together all through, even to
their promotions. The two boys |
are trying to get in touch with a j
Sukeforth boy who is also stationed •
there in England and who went ;
through basic training with them.
Arnold and the Sukeforth boy went
through High school together and
they all will have quite a bit to
talk over.
Arnold would be
pleased to hear from his friends,
his address is: A/2c Arnold L.
Drinkwater. 112742X7 . 47 F.M.S
Box E-ll. A P O. 22. c/o P M i
New York. N. Y.

Airman Charles T. Penney. IS.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur I.
Penney of Warren, has completed
the first phase of basic military
training at Lackland. Air Force
Base. San Antonio, Texas. He is
now taking part in the advanced
basic training course here, follow
ing which he will qualify for as
signment in one of the Air Force's
43 major career fields
• • •
Army Specialist Second Class
Sylvanus W. Polky. son of Mr. ;
and Mrs. Walter Polky of St.
George, recently was assigned to
the 79th Engineer Group at Fort
Belvoir, Va. Polky. assigned to
the group s 49th Company, enter
ed the Army in January 1953 and
completed basic training at Fort
Polk, La. The 24 year old soldier
is a 1951 graduate of St. George
High School.
• • •
Irville E. Luce, boatswain’s
mate, third class, USN, son of j
Mrs. Elizabeth Luce of 45 Main
Stuart W. Carle. 19. son of Rob- I
street, Thomaston, is serving
ert G. Carle of Hope, is complet
aboard the seaplane tender USS
Currituck in 'Operation Spring ing his Air Force basic military !
board," the annual Atlantic Fleet training at Lackland Air Force
Winter Training Exercise in the Base, Texas. His Lackland train
Caribbean Sea, from January to ing is preparing him for entrance
March, ships, planes and Person into Air Force technical training j
nel will join in extensive exercises, or for an Air Force duty assign
designed to maintain individual ment.
units in a state of battle readiness
and to insure effective co-ordina Local Riflemen
tion.
• • •
To Entertain
Participating
in
“Operation
Springboard,” the annual Atlantic Lincoln Shooters
Fleet Winter Training Exercise in
The Rockland Rifle and Pistol
the Caribbean Sea, is Navy Lt.
Harold G. Rich, son of Mrs, Loret Club will entertain the Lincoln
ta F. Rich of Union, and husband County Rifle and Pistol Club in
of the former Miss Barbara E. first shoulder to shoulder match of
Huebner of Hutchinson, Kans. He the season Monday night, Feb. 25,
is serving with Patrol Squadron at the club range in the IOOF
23. From January to March
Hall.
ships, planes and personnel will
The ciuj) is presently engaged.in
join in extensive exercises, de
postal matches with results com
signed to maintain individual units
pared by mail.
in a state of battle readiness and
Scheduled for tonight at the
to insure effective co-ordination.
club’s regular meeting is an ex
• • •
Marine Cpl. Douglas E. Miller, I change box lunch supper with any
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Miller, one interested in club activities
and husband of the former Miss invited to attend the meeting.
Coffee will be provided.
Grace E. Pushaw, all of Route 2.
Union, was commended Jan. 22 foi
outstanding performance of duty Sea Explorers
aboard the heavy cruiser USS
Macon, during the ship’s goodwill Visit Colby
visit to Tripoli, Libya, Jan. 4-9
A group from the Sea Explorer
More than 4000 Tripolitans boarded
the ship for an inspection tour dur Ship Red Jacket attended the Vo
ing the six days’ visit. Marine, cational Exploration Day at Colby
served as honor guards for the College, Saturday. Making the
many officials who came aboard trip were: Robert Snow, Richard
Freeman. William Montgomery
and Navy men manned the boats
Raymond Wallace. Ronald Thomp
carrying the visitors to and from
son. James Tinker and Gordon
the ship. The Macon returned to
Williamson
Boston, Jan. 27, ending five
Officers of the Air Force, R.O
months’ duty with the ©th Fleet in
T.C. were featured as speakers.
the Mediterranean.
I The day’s program was followed
1 by a basketball game in the eve- J
ning.
Ellery T. Nelson Inc.
Mate Oliver Curtis has been in
charge of several wprk details re
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
cently at the Scout Campground.
The Campground is available for j
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
use by all Scout units in this area. |
First Choice Used Cars
Saturday, an overnight camp
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
was held under the supervision of
RT. 1, NEW COUNTY K».
Mr Curtis. Members at Omp for
104-tf
the night were: George and Ed-

I

Fly the NEW Skyway

fo MIAMI
aboard Northeast Airlines
NEW 1957 DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
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Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
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EDITORIAL

COUNCIL REASONED SOUNDLY
There can be small question but the City Council rea
soned soundly in turning thumbs down on the proposed State
Guard Armory for Rockland. A multiplicity of reasons en
tered into the decision, chief of which was public inertia
in the matter which involved the bonding of the city for a
rather large sum of money which could not be guaranteed
any more than the cost of maintenance could be definitely
ascertained.
It was this public indifference and a question as to the
availability of the huge structure for use by the schools
and public assemblies which led to the Council’s action. It
should be borne in mind that as individuals the Council
members were not opposed to the venture, but rather felt
in view of the circumstances and the many financial prob
lems facing the city, the matter would be better deferred.
Though certain factors strongly favored the big project
we feel that the Council acted in thc public interest.

OUR HOMES FOR THE AGED

■
The recent widespread epidemic of fatal blazes in rest
homes and homes for the aged gives us pause.
We have been indeed fortunate in the absence of such
honors in this area, but from personal experience with
several such institutions we feel our freedom from catas
trophe has not been by chance.
It seems only fair to the proprietors of these several
homes that we state that to our knowledge extra special
precautions are constantly maintained against the dread
scourge of fire.
Constant supervision is maintained in all rest homes
of the area just as constant guard is kept against thc
accumulation of waste materials and other dangerous sub
stances which a chance-dropped cigarette or spontaneous
combustion could transform into a fire with results which
well might be fatal.
It should also be mentioned that with those file de
partments with which we are familiar the men of the de
partments are familiar with thc rest homes in every detail
and close co-operation is maintained.
Our freedom from rest home catastrophes has not been
a matter of chance alone, rather care and co-operation.

WHAT A WASTE OF TALENT!
This community, and especially our good neighbors at
North Haven were shocked by the discovery that one of the
most useful residents of the island settlement had been
there under false colors. For over half a year Ferdinand
DeMara, masquerading under another name, had made a
continued and most useful contribution to the welfare of
the town. He earned the love and liking of young and old
through his efforts to make North Haven a better place
in which to live, and he succeeded in a remarkable degree.
The shock of discovering him to be an imposter was
great. Justice stepped in, removing him from the position
he had obtained under false pretenses and, in punishing
him, mercifully took under consideration that while
charged with cheating through false pretenses any such
cheating was not for personal gain. We do not condone
Demara’s actions but we cannot help but wonder if there
is not some legal way to use the talents so clearly dem
onstrated by this young man.
DeMara’s history is one for the storybooks. With prac
tically no formal training he has made good at a number
of widely diversified specialties. What could he do if he
was permitted to complete the required preliminaries for
a teaching position, for instance?
As it is now his talent for getting the most good out
of impressionable youngsters is wasted.

WHERE ARE WE HEADED?
We are disturbed and whenever that happens to us we
feel that we should share our thoughts with our readers in
the hope that they might come up with an answer to our
problem.
We are frankly worried about the present and future
status of Civil Defense. Representative Thomas of Texas
stated the other day that national Civil Defense authorities
are working on a proposal to put all of us underground in
case of atomic attack, at a minimum cost of 40 billion
dollars. On Wednesday, our Maine legislature will conduct
hearings on a proposed budget for Civil Defense in Maine,
the asking figure being roughly three times greater than
the current appropriation. Also there is legislation pend
ing before our lawmakers which would give tremendous ad
ditional power to civil defenders, regardless of their quali
fications, training, or understanding of thi* issues involved.
We are fully aware that Civil Defense is$ not popular
in our country. In the past we have given it support in thc
belief that it is for the good of all of us, even if we fail
to appreciate as individuals the need. When, however, we
have reached the stage, at least in the planning, of making
moles out of us at a terrific cost and in a complete up
heaval of our economics, when the cost of the present
system increases by leaps and bounds, and when it is pro
posed to infringe on our rights as American citizens by
forcing us to do things, even if they are for our own good,
then we think it is high time that we stopped, looked, and
listened before we proceed further along a road that can
have only end ending, regimentation, the one thing we
Americans, a nation of volunteers, resent more than any
thing else.
We charge oui lawmakers, national, state, and local,
to give most careful thought and serious consideration to
this matter.
Where are we headed?

ward Grover. Gustave Carlson,
George Earl. William Rave and
Everett Carter. They were joined
earlj' Sunday morning by Richard
Freeman.

Navy Enlists

port. Convenient connections from key

Three Area Men

New England cities.

Hortkeast Airlines
FOR

y

IMMEDIATE RESERVATIONS

call your

travel agent or

Rockland 804

son of Mrs. Benjamin Parker of
21 Clarendon Street.
Palka is on honor graduate of
Rockland High in 1956. He will
enter the electronics field in the
service uj»on completition of nine
weeks of training as seaman re
cruit.
Beal attended Rockland schools
and entered the service on a
minority cruise term eligible for
discharge at the age of 21.
Miller attended Waldoboro High
School and was a member of Bat
tery D 703rd AAA Battalion of
the Maine National Guard.

Three youths of the Knox Coun
ty area entered Naval service last
week reporting to the Naval
Training Center at Bainbridge,
Md.. for nine weeks of basic
training.
The three include: Fred Palka.
If a man expects his day dreams
18. son of Mis. Arnold Blaatow of
148 Broadway: Walter N. Miller, to come true he can’t afford to
19, son of Walter Miller of Waldo
boro; and Preston M Beal, 17.

A*

ROCKPORT AND UNION PAIRED IN

CLASS S WESTERN TOURNEY AT

LEWISTON ON THURSDAY
By Fid McKeon
The
coming week's “swan
song", basketball menu will see
the last of Knox County’s court
battles involving three of this re
gions high school squads.
The Rockland High Tigers will
finish their 19 game schedule at
Madison High Friday night taking
a record of four wins and 14
losses into the fracas against
Madison’s almost similar tally of
four wins and 13 losses.
Latest loss for the Tigers,
finishing up one of their poorest
Class L seasons, was at Ellsworth
Friday night and saw the winners
pushed hard the whole route with
Rockland leading during the first
half.
The Ellsworth squad took a 65
to 59 decision from the locals
after spurting ahead in the last
of the game behind swift left for
ward Wayne Rogers who ended
the contest with 23 points.
Four Rockland players teamed
up to spread out the scoring
honors. Billy Flanagan and Gary
Stover sank 12 points. Sam
Glover dropped through 11 and
Vince Carr hooped 10. Pete Far
rell. lanky Ellsworth center, drop
ped through a big total of 17 ring
ers.
In this Friday’s contest. Rock
land will have a battle <vith a
team considered an ever match,
but have a good opportunity to
chalk up their fifth win of thc
season. The conquest would pro
vide a consoling finale for the
Tiger squad who took second
place to no one in willingness to
fight and pure sportsmanship this
season.
Rockland has beaten Madison
once this season. 47 to 45. in a
game played on the Community
Building floor and the Tigers have
been considered much improve!
since that outing which took place
January 5.
Union And Rockport At Western
Tourney
This Thursday, an important
date for both Rockport and Union
High's boys teams, will see the
start of the small school state
tournament. Western Division, at
Lewiston. Both these schools,
winners of playoff encounters overBristol and South Bristol la«t
Tuesday, will represent this area.
Union and Rockpoit are tied for
the MVL lead at season’s end
and have already scheduled a
playoff for the title at the Com
munity Building February 28.
However. both are so seeded in
the Lewiston tournament that
they will play each other Thurs
day.
Ted Richards. Rockport princi
pal, said Monday morning that
there is a possibility that the
Thursday game may be also con
sidered an MVL title playoff hut
he felt that fans would rather
see the playoff game at the Com
munity Building as scheduled.
Many fans will not be able to
travel to Lewiston Thursday.
Thc principal reported no plans
had been made as yet to desig
nate the tournament encounter as
a battle for the MVL crown also.
MVL Stars Edge Coaches
Holding the spotlight on thc
Medomak Valley League, a pair
of novelty matches that made
good viewing took place at the
Thompson
Memorial Gym in

Union Friday night when a group
of all-stars from the circuit’s five
teams edged out a team made up
of MVL coaches 47 to 45. Thi*
coaches team was made up of
some of the younger mentors
drawn from both boys and girls
basketball squad staffs.
Ken Calderwood. blond and
lanky Union High center, who
coached a Union Junior High
team successfully to the Bus Line
League tournament championship
recently, led the all-stars with a
dozen points while also exhibiting
some competent floor work.
A speedy ball of fire who has
been burning up the courts while
helping Rockport to an MVL tie
this season by the name of Wayne
“Butch” Farley gatherel in 10
tallies for the all-stars while play
ing a neat game.
For the coaches. Roy Rawlings
of Bristol rang up 18 to pace the
losers.
The game was evenly played as
far as points go with the all-stars
folding an edge at the end of all
three periods. The coaches outscored their opponents 16 to 9 in
the final period but the rally fell
short.
Rockport Girin Sink All-Stars

In the preliminary, the 1956-57
Rockport High girls basketball
squad ran a squad of all-stars
made up of players chosen from
the other foui MVL teams right
into the ground in a 64 to 29 con
test.

The Rockport girls, this year’s
MVL champions (for the sixth
straight year) worked their plays
neatly around the stars of the
other squads and found the win
easy, especially behind a specta
cular 39 point output by Sara
Simonton.
Helen Leland. Rock
port guard, accounted high in the
Beaver win from a different angle
Playing a neat defensive garni1
she had much to do in holding
Union High star Connie Knight te
a single point. Rockport’s Bar
bara Wood sank nine points.
Muriel Ratten of Appleton High,
playing right forward, found the
hoop for 11 points for the all-stars.
Five seniors for the Rockpoit
girls team played their last con
test Friday night. Shirlene Heath.
Barbara Wood. Sara Simonton,
Helen Leland and Gail Alexander
all will be lost to the squad
through graduation this June.
Rockport May (io To (Tass M
As a “food for thought” side
line to the 1956-57 basketball sea
son in Knox County, we can’t help
thinking of an inevitable change
that will take place soon in the
area.
Rockport High School, a Class
S school and a member of the
Medomak Valley League and
formerly the Bulwer League for
many years, may soon see the
end of her small school status.
Projected enrollment figures in
dicated that next year’s pupils at
the Rockport school will number
109. There may be a few drop
outs but the figure should stay
above 100. This places Rockport
in a Class M grade.
Although application must be
made before official status is defl
nite, the school’s history as a
Class S competitor will soon end,
probably in the 1958-59 season.
Last week saw Camden knockid over by Waldoboro in a mild

spend his nights trying to work
them out.

OPEN
FRIDAY
UNTIL
9

PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

NOW

Going On
Wig Warm’s
GIVE AWAY

WOW EE!

Children's
All Leather

All Leather

|SHOES

Keg. $3.99

Keg. $3.99

U.DES’
FAMOUS MAKES

$10

SHOES

AT CARR S

a rare opportunity to
buv real expensive shoes
AAAA to D.

1 GAL. DUTCH BOY NAI.PLEX PAINT, S6.2O GAL.
Mrs. Roy Bardwell, Dark Harbor
Mrs. Patricia Flake, Star Route. Rockville
Maude Mank. North Waldoboro
I GAL. EAGLO KAI.SA KOATER CEILING WHITE PAINT,
$4.10 GAL.
Mra. Hilda Nilea, 19 Tea Street, Rockland
Mr. Fred Lewis, 24 Warren Street, Rockland
'
2 QTS. EAGU) KAI.SA KOATER
Mra. Doris Willett, 40 Water St.. Rockland
Mlaa Jessica Steele, 18 Suffolk St., Itoekland
SPECIAL PRICES ON KEM-TONE PAINT
lat Gal. Reg. Price, 2nd Gal. S1.98 or 1 Qt. FREE.
All Qta. $139. No exchange* on Kem-Tone. All salra final.

Broken lots
wonderful buys at

>5.

2 PAIRS

Women’s All Leather

j

BROKEN

LOTS, REG. $3

MOCCASIN S

CHILDREN'S

Fur lined, hand finished

Slippers-Shoes

$4.99 Val.

»2.49

( hildren’s Pat. Leather

TRADE AT CARR'S

Blue, White and Red
Straps

Rockland, Maine

REG. $4-5-6

$2b89

SPECIAL LOW PRICES ON
CARMOTE LOBSTER BUOY PAINT.
ALL STOCK OE W ALLPAPERS REDUCED 25<? ON ARRIVAL
In Addition We Will Give You 1(V, Discount.

WHERE YOU SAVE DOLLARS

Men's

MOCCASINS

Rockland Dollar Day Winners

SHOES
$4.99 Val.

>!.»•

Skoea
How to Get a

LOAN in t-Trip!

IPHONE Benefnaf

\2. COME IN to meet
J the BenefibOLal man

and gn/e a -few facts
about yourself'

who fifes to say"Y£Sr

3. walkout^ the cash
confident you made a wise
choice m coming to
1 Beneffctaf largest in UCA.

G€TfU-TRIP
LOAHATAHY
Berufabolornet

OUT

THEY
GO!
RUBBERS

Loans $2S to S2S00 — plus life insurance at no extra cost

35€ MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. . Phone: 1133
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
lam and. i. rnidnit .1 .11 arremdin, mo • Iwn alu mod. b, ml

OVERSHOES
REDUCED

FAMOUS NAMES
REG. $7-$10

*99

AND

BUY

>3.99

SEVERAL
PAIRS

SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY AT FACTORY PRICES

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■!

WIG-WARM - PARK ST.
FINANCE CO
FORMERLY PFRSONAl

I
I

day.” said the committee. “Some
of them will plan trips during the
long weekend. We urge these peo
Weekend Can
ple to remember that road and
weather conditions can best be dePresent Hazards
i scribed as ‘uncertain’ at this time
Our Governor’s Committee on of year and that they should be
Highway Safety urged motorists prepared to cope with any and all
and pedestrians to recognize the kinds of traveling conditions.”
added dangers Which accompany
The committee warned motor
a long holiday weekend and to ists particularly about occasional
drive and walk with unusual care patches of ice which are a real
during this period.
«
danger at this time of year.
“Many folks will be enjoying a Bridges and shady spots on the
holiday on Friday as the Nation road often have “patch ice” which
celebrates Washington's
Birth- can throw a car into a dangerous
ekid.
upset in the preliminaries of this
“Your best protection at this
region’s Class M playoffs. Waldo
time of year is an early start,’*
boro was drubbed the next day by
continued the committee. “Then
a powerful Boothbay
Harbor
you will be able to get to your des
squad to put them out of competi
tination and return without driv
tion.
ing ‘in-a-hurry.’ Starting early
Ridgt-well To Run In Expo Mile and allowing extra time when
Rockland High cross country planning the trip will help you stay
coach Larry Plummer announced well within your schedule, regard
this weekend that Dick Ridge well, less of bad road and weather con
the Tiger’s top runner during the ditions which can develop very
regular cross country season last quickly at the season of the year.”
fall, will enter the First Annual
The committee pointed out that
Invitational Mile Run at the Port weekends art1 always dangerous
land Exposition Building Wednes traffic-wise and that long holiday
day night.
weekends are especially hazard
Ridgewell will compete against ous.
top mile runners from Maine and 1 "Don’t
take chances.” the
New Hampshire in both the high safety group concluded. “Obey
school and prep school class ;n the traffic laws and Help Back The
the invitational meet.
The run Attack On Traffic Accidents by
starts’ about 9 p. m., Coach staying alert at all times behind
Plummer tells.
the wheel.”

Winter Holiday

LADIES' $7

586 Main Street

Northeast fleet. Daily service from Boston,

non-stop from New York's LaGuardia Air

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

tf

FINANCE f (

20422-23

H

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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WORKERS PREPARING FOR BUN

City Chairmen

VINALHAVEN ARMY SKIPPER

THOMPSON BENEFIT MARCH 2

Of Heart Drive

WINS EFFICIENCY AWARD

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-21(7

Lists Volunteers

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
Feb. 21—Emblem social meeting
at the Elks Home at 8 p. m.
Fpb 22 Washington's Birthday.
Fe^22 golden Rod Chapter.
• OES. will meet at the. Masonic
Temple at 6.30 p. m.
Feb. 26 Zonta dinner meeting at
the Thorndike Hotel at 6.30 p. m.
Feb. 27 — Community Sing and
Kodachrome Slides of Europe at
Ridge Church. Martinsville, at
7.30 p. m.
March 1—Methehesec Club meets
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at
2 30 o. m.
March 6—Ash Wednesday.
ADril 1-4—Farm and Home Week
on the University of Maine
campus
April 9—Musical Concert at the
Federated Church in Thomaston
featuring Bess Batty Gowdy.
pianist. and
Carl Webster,
cellist.
April 19—Good Friday.
April 21—Easter.

William Thon. ANA. of Port
Clyde, will exhibit at the 132nd
Annual Exhibition of the National
Academy of Design opening at the
Academy’s galleries. 1083 Fifth
Avenue. Thursday. Feb. 21. and
continuing through March 17. The
exhibition will include 202 exi hibits. paintings in oil and scuip| ture by artists from 18 states and
; th.' District of Columbia; 105
members and 97 non-members are
i
| represented.
Knox County Theatre Guild will
meet at the Farnsworth Museum
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.
BORN

Crowell — At Miles Memorial
Hospital, Damariscotta, Feb. 18,
to Mr. and Mrs. Loring A. Crowell
of Waldoboro, a daughter.
t all—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 17,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Call, a
daughter.
Ames—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
17. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ames
of Port Clyde, a daughter.
Wadsworth—At Beth Israel Hos
pital, Brookline, Mass., Feb. 15. to
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Wadsworth,
Aug. 2. 3. 4—Rockland Sea Food.1 (formerly of Rockport!, a daugh
Festival.
ter.

THE WEATHER

This month is still on good be
havior and greets us each day
with that "shining morning face”
we learned about in the days of
our youth. The month is way out
of character this year to our great
enjoyment. Even the best have
been fooled by our friend DeMgra
who we frankly liked and still do.
The most serious charge which
can be brought against New Eng
land is not Puritainism but Febru
ary which shows Joseph Wood
Krutch was wrong too in his
"Twelve Seasons".

There will be a meeting for
strawberry growers at the Wal
doboro Municipal Building. Waldo
boro. at 1.45 p. m.. Thursday. Ex
tension fruits specialist, Rudy
Poray will discuss "Diseases and
Insects of Strawberries, and their
control".*

A car being transported to
Florida for sale by Ellery Nelson,
proprietor of Ellery T. Nelson,
Inc., was involved in a collision on
Route 18 near Rockland, Mass.,
sometime Saturday, according to
reports received here. Nelson es
caped injury but his wife, Florence,
was badly shaken up by the acci
dent. However, she did not require
hospitalization.
The car was
damaged extensively.
One 15 year old Warren boy re
ceived a laceration of the lip when
a car which he and two 15 year old
companions were riding skidded
off Beechwood street near the
Oyster River in Warren Sunday
night. Lloyd Davies, 15, of Warren
suffered a lip laceration when he
struck his head against the dash
board. Driver of the car, Paul
Wood. 15. of East Warren, and an
other rider. Janet Kinney, 15, of
Warren, escaped any injury. The
car skidded on a patch of ice,
struck a rock and went into the
ditch. Damage to the vehicle was
negligible. State Trooper Law
rence Chapman conducted the in
vestigation.

If anyone is interested in maga
zines of any kind, call Sherwood E.
Frost, Tel. 1181-J or 158 No. Main
street for prompt and courteous
service. McCall’s, 1 yr., $3.00;
Red Book, 1 yr., $3.00; Saturday
Evening Post, 1 yr., $6.00; Ladies'
Home Journal, 1 yr., $3.50; Holi
day, l'yr.. $5.00; Down East, 1 yr.,
$3.00.
19*24
Telephone 76 for all social items,
guests,

parties,

etc.,

for

The

Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St
social reporter.
tf

s
BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 380
111 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Mrs. Carlton Thurston, chair
man of the citywide canvass soon
to be conducted to raise funds for
the Heart Drive, announces the
following ward leaders and work
!
ers who have volunteered their
services.
Ward 1: Captain, Mrs. Velma
Belyea. co-captain. Mrs. Muriel
Thurston. Mrs. Dorothy Teel. Mrs.
Rachel Hill. Mrs. Eleanor Achorn,
Mrs. Muriel Hussey. Mrs. Muriel
Thurston. Mrs. James Thomas,
Mrs. Garfield Belyea. Mrs. Joseph
Belyea. Mrs. Carlton Thurston.
Mrs. Kenneth Low. Mrs. Gilbert
Barker. Mrs. Richard Harden,
Mrs. Frank Liuzza. Mrs. Donald
Brackett. Mrs. Melvin Vinal.
Ward 2: Captain. Mrs. Arlene
Williams. Mrs. David Young, Mrs.
Richard Stratton. Mrs. Michael
DiRenzo. Mrs. Guy Nicholas. Mrs.
George Johnson, Mrs. Mildred
Sikorski. Mrs. Roger Newhall,
Mrs. Sherwood Williams, Mrs.
Leonard Harlow, Mrs. Arthur
Schofield. Mrs. Richard Fowler,
Mrs. Leonard Campbell. Mrs. DcI Costa Pine, Miss Mary Soule, Mrs.
Edward Manseau, Mrs. Milton
/c- »• , Wheaton. Mrs. Alfred MacFari land. Miss Mary Egan.
Ward 3: Captain, Mrs. Charlotte
An all-military crew of an Army J-Boat assigned to duty at the
Allen; Mrs. Charles Monteith, Mrs.
•
Photo by McKeon Helen Plummer, Mrs. Beverly Brooklyn Army Terminal was the recent winner of an Efficiency
Award for maintaining the best harbor craft in its class for a threeVolunteering their effortH on behalf of the Bun Thompson Benefit
Blaisdell, month peried. Four other vessels, winners in their respective classes,
Dance are the above Rockland women, members of the refreshment Boothby, Mrs. Alice

Mr. and Mrs. Avery Smith of
Tewksbury. Mass., were weekend
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. Murray Smith.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Corthell
and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Marriner
left Sunday for Florida where
they will spend several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crockett
have returned home from Boston
where Mr. Crockett was the main
speaker at the Annual Rotary
Ladies Luncheon held at the Hotel
Statler. speaking on his interna
tional lecture “The Hole In The
Doughnut”.
All boys of the Town of Cam
den. who are 11 years of age and
up. and their parents and friends
are cordially invited to attend a
free talking picture on “Scouting"
to be held at the Congregational
Parish House on February 21 at
7.30 p. m. William Lockwood. Dis
trict Scout Executive will be
present. A new Boy Scout Troop
will be organized under the spon
sorship of the Congregational
Church. The committee in charge
will be Cary Bqk, Dr. C. Harold
Jameson and Fred Crockett.

The Chadavae Club will meet
for a work meeting at the Baptist
Church Parlor Wednesday at 7.30
DIED
Thayer—At Vinalhaven, Feb. 18 squad scheduled to provide eats and coffee during the dance. The Mrs. Wesley Waagatt, Mrs. Brad- were honored at a ceremony held at the Terminal, at which “E” Pen- p. m. The hostesses will be Mrs.
Burgess,
Mrs.
Richard nan^s were awarded to the master of each prize-winning craft. Above,
Mrs. Nellie May Thayer, widew affair will he held at the Community Building Saturday niuht, March 2 ford
Doris Thomas. Mrs. Ruby Moody,
of Linwood A. Thayer, age 80 to raise fnnds for Rockland Police Chief Bernard Thompson who is French, Mrs. George Wood, Mrs. Corporal Alvah Ames of Vinalhaven, skipper of the J-3768 receives the
“E” Pennant from Colonel Robert C. Hanes, Commanding Officer of Mrs. Marjorie Kelley and Mrs.
seriously
ill.
The
fund
will
help
to
offset
giant
medical
bills
accrued
years. Funeral services Wednes
Maurice McKusic. Mrs. Walter the Terminal.
day at 2 p. m. from the Headley by the well liked police chief’s family during the past few years. Seat Gav. Mrs. Alan Grossman, Mrs.! ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- Charlotte Upham.
ed, left to right, are: Mrs. Simon Hamalainen, general refreshment
Funeral Home In Vinalhaven with
The Good Cheer Class of the
Mrs. Emily Cyr of Waterville, Mrs. Congregational Church will meet
Rev. George R. Merriam of chairman; and Mrs. Lewis Black, fowl soliciting. Back, from the left, Deane Deshon, Mrs. Clyde Warner,
Mrs. Wesley Knight, kitchen committee; Mrs. Maurice Benner, Mrs. Hugh Knowlton, Mrs. Ted
North Haven. Interment in Sea- are,
Lotia Woods of Dover, N. H„ and at the Parish House at 6 30 on
dining room and Mrs. William Cross, food soliciting. Mrs. Jalo Ranta,
view Cemetery, Rockport.
Newcomb, Mrs. Aimie Blood, Mrs.
Mrs. Ola Rumney of Berwick; Wednesday for an emergency
not present, is general co-chairman of refreshments.
Ingersoll—At
Rockland. Feb.
Thomas Chisholm.
four sons, Aimer Heal of Portland, meal served by the Junior Exten
18, Guy E. Ingersoll of Camden,
Ward 4: Mrs. Mary Garrett, cap
Malcolm Heal of Dover, N. H., sion group ln connection with the
The
Missionary
Fellowship
of
age 63 years.
Funeral services
Book Review
tain- Mrs. Edward Barram, Mrs.
Basil Heal of Hyannis, Mass., and Civilian Defense program. A
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the the First Baptist Church will hold
James West. Mrs. Barrett Jordan,
Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home in its monthly meeting Thursday nt
Aubrey Heal of Portsmouth, N. H.; business meeting will be held fol
By Mrs. Clara Emery
Mrs. Douglas Gerrish. Mrs. Rob
Camden with Rev. Melvin H 7.30 p. m. in the vestry. This will
one brother, Mark Dunton of Cam lowing the supper after which an
Upton
Sinclair,
a
Pulitzer
Prize
Dorr. Jr., officiating. Military
ert Hudson. Mrs. Charles Duff,
be
preceded
by
a
pot
luck
supper
When making out your will r© den; three sisters, Mis. Annie interesting film will be shown. All
committal services at Oak Hill
winner, with close to 80 books to Mrs. Christy Adam, Mrs. Helen neinber your church and your Newman of Owls Head. Mrs. Susieat 6.30. Beverages and butter will
Cemetery, Camden.
members are urged to attend.
Lawrence, Mrs. Arthur Orne, Mrs. 'oapital.
.
Dean of Camden and Mrs. Bessie
Heal—At Camden, Feb. 16. Mrs be furnished by the fellowship. A his credit. Abroad he is Ameri
The Ladies Circle of the Bap
James
Kent.
Mrs.
Sam
Small.
Mrs.
Angie E. Heal, widotv of Samuel missionary television program ca’s most widely read author
Hall of Rockland; 14 grandchild
tist Church will meet at ’he
Charles McIntosh. Mrs. George MRS. EVA YOUENS
Heal, age 75 years.
Interment will be presented by Mrs. Albert
ren
and
16
great
grandchildren.
with more than 1,000 translations Gherardi, Mrs. Dana Libby, Mrs.
Mrs. Eva Youens, widow of Al
church parlor on Wednesday
was in Pine Grove Cemetery
Funeral services were held Mon
Mills, Jr., in the evening.
of his works in some 60 lan Carl Stilphen, Mrs. Mary Adams fred V. Youens, long-time Palo
Appleton.
afternoon at 2 p. m.
Hart—At Rockland,
Feb. 17,
guages. In his latest book. “The Mrs Bert Todd’ Mrs. Mary Lou Alto cit>' «‘'«trician. died Feb. 6 day at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert C.
Mrs. Nina Winchenbach of
Mrs. Alice J. Hart, widow of
at the Palo Alto Hospital after a Laite Funeral Home, Camden with
Cup Of Fury”, he has written a Russell, Mrs. Lynwood Adams.
Thomaston is the guest of Edith
Emqry Hart of Cushing, age 8? LOUDVILLE
Rev.
Melvin
H.
Door,
Jr.,
officiat

brief
illness.
She
was
81.
Ward 5—Captain, Mrs. Louise
Arey.
Mrs. Ralph Gower and children warning to his nation. In his book
years. Funeral services today at
Mrs. Youens was born in Rock- ing. Interment was in Pine Grove
1 p. m. from the Davis Funera' Joan and Albert have gone to are intimate facts, personal, re- Billings; co-captain. Mrs. Doris
Mrs. Merrill Drinkwater, who
Home in Thomaston with Rev Brighton. Mass., where her hus- sealing stories of men and women Delano; Mrs. Margie Ripley, Mrs port. She had lived at 820 Forest Cemetery. Appleton.
has
been ill for the past few
Mrs.
Arabelle
avenue
since
comin
K
to
Pal
°
Alto
J
--------------John A. Morrison officiating. In band has employment.
Iike Jack London. Dylan Thomas, Mae Philbrook,
i weeks, is very much improved,
terment in Village Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs’ Kenneth Gifford Sinclair Lewis. O. Henry, Stephen Knight, Mrs. Janette Pease, Mrs. in 1951. when she married Mr. GUV E. INGERSOLL
Thomaston.
Youens. He died shortly after j Guy E. Ingersoll, 63. husband of ' M‘ss Merilyn Drinkwater enterCopeland—At Camden. Feb 17 and children Alice and Gerald Crane, Isadora Duncan, Maxwell Frances Philbrook. Miss M'ary their marriage.
I Ruth H. Ingersoll of Camden, and tained six of her classmates of
Sullivan,
Mis.
Marion
Goss.
Mrs.
William
Seabrook
Leslie Copeland of South Warren, were weekend guests of the Wll- Bodcnheim.
Surviving are two sons. Harry a resident of Camden for the past ^rade Four. Elm Street School,
age 81 years. Funeral services to liam Halls at Round Pond last and others. Many others whose Lydia Smith. Mrs. Catherine deday at 2.30 from, the Davis Fun weekend
' friends and colleagues "moderate Rochemont. Mrs. Charlotte John W. Gould of Van Nuys, and Joseph two years, died Monday at Rock- a* a Par’y Valentines Day at her
eral Home in Thomaston with
land. Mr. Ingersoll was born at PearI Street home. Invited guests
became uncontrolled son, Mrs. Muriel Stockwell, Mrs. T. Gould of Detroit. Mich.
On Sunday, Mr. and Mis. Cecil drinking”
Rev. John A. Morrison officiating.
Interment was in Alta Mesa Brooks. April 28. 1893. the son of were: Connie Dean. Ruth Arnold,
alcoholism.
“
The
Cup
Of
Fury
”
Vera
Johnson,
Mrs.
Stephen
Prior
were
guests
of
Mrs.
John
Interment will be in South War
Willard and Mary Roberts Inger- Linda King, Pamelia Wadsworth,
Memorial Park.
ren.
Anderson and Mrs. Lois Anderson is a documented, slashing expose’ Willis.
soli.
■ Vicki Berry and Judy Dougherty.
of the whiskey industry and its at
Warren—At Belfast. Feb. 17. at Glen Cove.
Ward 6- Captain, Mrs. Ruth
A former resident of Gadstone, Games were played and a ValenMRS. RUTH P. GILLIATT
Eugene C. Warren of Appleton,
tempt
to
make
drinking
a
“
social
Benner,
Mrs.
Marion
Skinner,
James Smith of Rockland was
age 81 years.
Funera! services
Mrs. Ruth Pierson Gilliatt. 61, Oregon. he served with the Army tine lunch was served,
grace.” It is a poignant record of Mrs. Keith Allen, Mrs. Vera CarTuesday.
Wednesday at 2 p. nt. from on the Leland
'
—
—
despair and degradation caused by I ver. Mrs. Paul Merriam, Mrs. widow of Eugene V. Gilliatt, for in overseas duty.
____ , •__
the Coombs Funeral Home in Bel
merly of Tenants Harbor, died
Surviving besides his wife, are a <
drinks.
It
is
uniquely
startling
Paul
y
Cook,
Mrs.
Louella
Post,
fast with Rev. Roy F. Graffam
CARD OF THANKS
Feb. 8 at Cambridge, Mass . after son. Willard Ingersoll of Los An
officiating. Interment in Oak
I wish to thank everyone for and impassioned book, one of the Mrs. Betty Ames. Mrs. Betty Flint.
geles. Calif., and several nieces, ROCKPORT
Grove Cemetery. Searsmont.
their cards, letters and gifts dur most eloquent, inspiring and un Mrs. Barbara Turner, Mrs. Albert a long illness.
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Mrs. Gilliatt. a native of Tenants nephews and cousins.
ing my illness. Special thanks to sparing works of Upton Sinclair's Smith. Mrs. Robert Philbrook,
Correspondent
Dr. Lloyd Brown, the doctors that
Harbor,
was
the
daughter
of
Capt.
Funeral
services
will
be
held
CARD OF THANKS
long and eventful literary career. Mrs. Joyce Willett.
Telephone CEdar 6-3103
We wish to thank our many assisted him. nurses and aides at
Reid
and
Nellie
Robinson
Pierson.
Wednesday
at
2
p.
m.
from
the
Ward 7—Captain, Mrs. Esther
friends, neighbors and relatives the Eastern Maine General Hos He says, “I put before the public
She had spent part of her life in Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home.
for the beautiful floral tributes, pital; also Dr. Edward K. Morse, this tragic record of a half cen- Ramsdell. Mrs. Neil Russell, Mrs.
Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S.
cards, contributions and expres Dr. Kibbe of Rockland and to th- tury of genius, twisted and tor- Walter Connon. Mrs. Leroy Ben- New York and later in Massachu Camden with Rev. Melvin H.
sions of sympathy extended us in blood donors. Everything was tured by drink and I ask that it ner, Mrs. Charles Bailer, Miss setts where she lived with her sis Dorr. Jr., officiating, Military will hold Past Matrons and Past
ter. Mrs. Feme P. Rice, for sev- committal services at Oak Hill Patrons night tonight with Past
our recent loss. Special thanks deeply appreciated.
be read with one fact always in Jean Hadlock, Mrs. Kenneth Roes.
Sandra Cook.
to Mr. and Mis. Ralph Knox.
ral years.
Cemetery, Camden.
Matron Mrs. Dorothy Upham serv
Mrs.
George
Whittier,
Mrs.
Stan

the
back
of
the
the
readers
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Mrs. Lloyd W Oxton and family.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
ing
as Worthy Matron and Ray
ley
Taylor,
Mrs.
David
Holden.
mind: three out of four of today’s
22’ It
Feme P. Rice of Cambridge, LOUDVILLE
mond Simonton, Sr., Past Patron,
college graduates are drinkers.” Mrs. John Mazzeo. Mr3. Fred
CARD OF THANKS
Mass, and a nephew, Richard
serving as Worthy Patron. A pic
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
1 wufh to thank m.v friends Irom
Upton Sinclair believes that his Spaulding. Mrs. Ralph Caven,
News has been received here of
nic supper will be served at 6.30.
far and near for the wonderful nation is threatened new by Mrs. Arnold Wass, Mrs. Raymond Rice, who has just returned from
death
of
our
old
friend
and
the
cards, heartwarming letters an<'
Ellis, Mrs. Matilda EngleSon. Mrs. Germany where he spent the past neighbor, Mrs. Frank Day, at
“
moderate
”
and
“
social
drink

prayers, also the beautiful flowers
four years, with the Army.
ing”. “The Cup Of Fury” is h's Charles Call, Mrs. Manuel Win
Much sympathy is
‘from the Methodist Church.
WHICH TWIN
PUBLIC PARTY
Funeral and committal services Westbrook.
chenbaugh, Mrs. Richard Kaler.
crusading answer.
Nellie M. Murch,
extended to her husband
were
held
Feb.
11
at
the
A. E.
Vinalhaven
22*lt
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
Publishers Editorial from Chan
SEES THE
Long Funeral Home in Cambridge,
John Prior is spending his 10
nel Press. Great Neck. N. Y :
Mass.,
with
interment
in
the
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day
vacation
from
his
school
at
Tower
Room • Community Bldg.
Scenerq?
“ ‘The Cup Of Fury’ is on the WALDOBORO
We wish to express our thanks
ily lot in Seaside Cemetery, Ten Windham with his parents, Mr.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
and appreciation to our relatives list of several book clubs and re
47-TATh-tf
ants Harbor Wednesday
and Mrs. Cecil Prior.
MRS RENA CROWELL
friends, neighbors and to all for views, has appeared in the Chris
Correspondent
their beautiful floral offerings and tian Herald. Moody Monthly. Bap
Telephone TEmple 2-9201
MRS. ALICE J. HART
to Rev. Mr. Conant and Mr. Sti' tist Leader. Union Signal and
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—
Mis. Alice J. Hart. 88. widow of
phen for the many kindnesses and
other
publications.
It
is
recom

expressions of sympathy showr
Mrs. E. J. Milleris spending a Emery Hart of Cushing died Sunus during our recent bereavement mended reading for all adults and
da>’ at a Rockland nursing home.
in the loss of our beloved brother, especially high school and college week with herdaughter. Mrs.
Donald
Achorn,
at
Arlington,
i
Boin at Waldoboro, Sept. 5, 1866,
Edwin E. Keizer.
TO VISIT OUR
students. Copies should be avail
Mass.
she was the daughter of Warren
His Brothers and Sisters.
able in all Public Libraries and
22* lt
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons and MarY Wotton Wallace,
MEN'S OR BOYS' DEPARTMENT
Book Stores.”
A copy is being presented the and son Billy, daughter Nancy i Surviving are four nieces and a
LN
MEMORIAM
The One That Sees Mis
Many Items At Bargain Prices
In loving memory of W. A. Rockland High School Library and were dinner guests Sunday of Mrs. i nephew.
!
| Funeral services will be held
Moon who passed away February other copies can be purchased at C. B. Stahl.
Remain from Our Dollar Days Sale!
17, 1948.
Clifford Leigher of Augusta was Tuesday (today) at 1 p. m. from
the First Baptist Church Book
Gone but not forgotten.
in town over the weekend.
the Davis Funeral Home in ThomStore.
Bv his wife, Mildred E. Moon.
E. Ashley Walter, Jr., was in aston with Rev. John A. Morrison
22’lt
Newcastle Friday to attend the or- officiating. Interment will be in
IN MEMORIAM
In
loving
memory
of
our
father.
ganization
of the first high school the Village Cemetery, Thomaston,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Charles H. Robinson, who passed chapter at Lincoln Academy, of
AVAILABLE Around March 1st. away February 20. 1951.
the Governor’s Committee on EUGENE C. WARREN
7 rms. and bath to let. auto, heat, Long years have passed since
MENS
AND
BOYS
CLOTHING
Highway Safety. Mr. Walter is
Eugene C. Warren. 81. a blackyour sad parting,
good cond.. good location.
FURNISHINGS, SHOES AND UNIFORM^
chairman
for
Lincoln
County.
?mith
in
Appleton,
died
Sunday
at
PHONE 278.
22-24 We have missed you so very
389 MAIN ST
ROCKIAND ME
Roland E. Butler of Bremen has' a B,dfa*',t hospital after a long Illmuch,
1950 SUPER Buick for sale.
4tand. trans., fully equipped. $495. But we know the Lord knew beet been appointed manager of the ness. Born at Islesboro. Sept. 7.
11 PLEASANT STREET after 5 And He called you home to the Waldoboro Lockers, Inc. Mr. But 1875. he was the son of Stephen
Kingdom of God for eternal
p. m. .________________ ____ 22*24
ler is a native of Winchester, and Elvira Fowlee Warren.
rest.
TWO Blue Venetian Blinds for
Surviving are a step-daughter,
Sadly missed by his daughters, Mass., and has been a salesman.
sale, one 72 inches long by 69 Celia Billie and Gwendolyn Run
Mrs. Maude Jackson, and several
He
is
a
graduate
of
Dartmouth
inches wide, the other 72 inches quist; and sons, Condon, Wilbert.
cousins.
KIDNEY L SEGAL
long by 43 inches wide. Good con Joseph. George. Charles, Jr.. Mal College and served in the second
Funeral services will be held
dition. Call at 7 LIMEROCK colm, Ralph and Edgar Robinson. World War.
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
22-24
Rockland. Me.
Telephone 56S-R STREET.
Money less by theft, holdup, burglary, fire; in yoor
22 It
Coombs Funeral Home, Belfast,
NORTHBOUND
store
or office, on the way to the bank, at homo - avea
with
Roy
F.
Graffam
officiating.
BUSES LEAVE:
6.20 a.m., 5.05 p.m., 6.14 p. m.
Interment will be in Oak Grove
mysterious
disappearance • is all covered by the Broad
and 9.25 p.m. Dally
Cemetery in Searsmont.
— ANNOUNCEMENT —

IT WILL PAY YOU

Greyhound Agent

OFFINS

Woiteg PuiecfisM

11.00 a. m. Exe. Sat.-Sun.-Holldays
BANGOR
ST. JOHN, N. B.
g.75

. S1.9O

SOUTHBOUND
BUSES LEAVE:
| 7.45 a.m., 11.35 a.m., 5.50 p.m. Daily
1.30 p.m. Except Sundays
BOSTON
NEW YORK
MIAMI

YOUR SONOTONE HEARING CENTER
WILL BE OPEN ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21
AT THE HOTEL THORNDIKE
HOURS: 1 to « P. M.

Free Consultations — Batteries — Service
On All Makes

WILLIAM J. LUTZ, District Manager.
GREYHOUND

MRS. ANGIE E. HEAL

Form Money and Securities Policy. $1000 of
costs $25. for 1 year or $62.50 far three years.

Mrs. Angie E. Heal, 75. widow of

Typewriters and Adding
Machine Repair Service
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
143-T-tf

Samuel Heal of Camden, died Sat
urday at Camden. Mrs. Heal who
had been a resident of Camden for
the past year and a former resi
dent of Belfast, was bom at Sears |
mont. Aug. 26. 1881. the daughter of
George and Elsie Perry Dunton.
Surviving are

three daughters.

IV. C.

£adi

ond Sent

ENGINEERED BUSINESS INSURANCE

TEL. 393

14 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES
They made nursery size sheets
■ from old sheets to give to the hos
pital. Some of the members cut.
others turned hems, and others did
I the stitching.

HUNT CHARGES SOIL BANK CASH
BEING DIVERTED TO CREATE
GLUT IN WEAK POULTRY MARKET
The federal government's soil
bank program is backfiring to the
detriment of Maine poultry farm
ers, it was charged here th s
week by Ralph Hunt of Lincoln
ville, state industry leader.
Hunt, vice-president of the
Northeastern Poultry Producers
Council (NEPPCO) and a well
known Maine poultryman. charged
that Corn Belt farmers arc sign
ing up for soil bank payments,
then switching their buildings into
the production of eggs and broil
ers.

To halt the move, which is ex
pected to add still further to cur
rent over-supplies of eggs and
chicken, Hunt has joined with
NEPPCO officials in seeking reme
dial action from Congress.
“Maine poultrymen aie already
battling a severe economic crisis,”
Hunt warned. "If midwestern and
•outhern farmers divert their farm
buildings to poultry production it
is bound to have pii'-c repe.-c'is-

tions in our markets.”
He reported that the Council is
urging Congress to instruct soil
bank administrators to set up
“cross compliance" requirements.
I’nder this plan, when signing up
acreage for soil bank payments,
farmers would be required to !eas“
farm buildings to the govern
ment. Th:« would guarantee tha;
these facilities could not be used
ior poultry production.
NEPP,"O is already receiving
reports that newspaper ads in such
states as Georgia and Kansas are
being used to urge farm-is into
poultry production. Hint revealed.
In some eases, the soil bank pro
gram is being used as a spring
board to expand sales ot pcj.' \
feeds and baby chicks.
The Northeastern Poultry Pro
ducers Council, with headquarters
in Trenton. N. J., represents poultrymen in a 14-state area, rang
ing from Maine to Virginia and
as far west as Ohio.

On Feb. 20, special guests will
he the ladies of the GAR and the
Grange Corner
Auxiliary to the Sons of Union Vet
erans.
Open House will be held at St.
Ocean View Grange
George Grange Thursday, Feb. 21.
The meeting of Ocean View Megunticook Open House will be
Grange was favored on Monday held in March.
evening by a visit from Deputy
Seven Tree Grange
Allen Young and four officers of
By Aubyne Hawes
Pioneer Grange who responded
Seven Tree Grange met at the
with interesting and instructive re hall, Wednesday evening. There
marks.
was a small attendance as the pre
At a previous meeting, the first vailing winter colds and sickness
of the "Bells” programs now kept some away.
being sponsored by all Granges
During the business session a do
this year was presented by Lec nation was voted to the Heart
turer Harriet Tibbetts with a talk Fund.
on bells made from different min
A program, social hour and re
erals and an exhibit of rare stones freshments were enjoyed by all
and items of geologic interest present.
were displayed.
An invitation was accepted to
At that meeting the men had meet with St. George Grange at
prepared and served a delicious their "Open House” Feb. 21.
The Grange Circle met Feb. 6
clam chowder.
The Lecturer's March v.^s won at the home of Mrs. Aubyne
by Sister Edna Carter and games Hawes with nine present. The next
were In charge of Sister Meta meeting will be Wednesday, Feb.
20 at the home of Mrs. Alida Fos
Holley.
Bister Irene Farmer's birthday sett. A pot luck dinner to be
was observed with a "shower of served.
Past Master Howard Hawes, a
cards" and a birthday cake made
patient in the Osteopathic Hospi
by Sister Marion Percy.
tal in Portland the past two weeks,
Warren Grange
following surgery, is reported im
By Nancy Fenner
proving. He will be confined to
Warren Grange held an open the hospital another week at least
meeting Tuesday night. An in and wdll enjoy receiving curds
tereating talk was given by Fire from all his Grange friends.
Chief Richard Butler.
Limerock Valley Pomona
Luella Crockett read a humor
Pomona was entertained Satur
ous piece in which different mem
day by Owls Head Grange with 56
bers of the Grange fl.-m ad promi
attending, including representa
nently.
tives from Knox and Waldo PoWe were glad to see Percy monas.
Bowly back with us. as this is
Cub Scouts and Brownie Scouts
the first time he has been able took part in the afternoon pro
to attend since his illness.
gram. Present were six Cubs
Supper was aerved after tho from a troop led by Mrs. Caroline
meeting and a good time was en Barrows of Rockport and nine
joyed by all.
Brownies from Owls Head, led by
Megunticook Grange
Mrs. Virginia Kalloch.
After the circle supper and busi
St. George Grange won the lec
ness discussions the program was turer's prize for having the great
in charge of Lecturer Lucia Hop est number of overseers, past and
kins which opened with "Love's present, at the session.
Old Sweet Song." with Mrs.
On March 9, at a meeting with
Theresa Johnson, pianist for the St. George Grange, past and pres
evening.
ent lecturers will be honored.
The lecturer's march was won
Miss Beryl Borgerson received
by Harland Robinson.
the fifth degree at the close of the
Thc program included a read afternoon session.
ing. "Bells In Bethlehem,” by Eu
Supper was served by Owls
gene St. Clair, followed by a brief Head members at 6 o'clock.
discussion on types ol hells; "Ten
Appearing on the evening pro
Easy Lesson in Farming." by gram directed by Lecturer Emily
Hazel and Darius Joy and Willard Adams were: Ellena Fredette,
Brown, and a reading "Famous Chaney Ripley, Effie Dyer, Alice
People Born in February." by Marr. Elisabeth Walker and Eve
Rose LeBlanc.
lyn Ross.
Also, a skit, by May and Percy
French, with Gertrude Palmer ns
narrator; a reading by Evelyn Two Training
Brown; a poem by Edgar Guest;
Classes Set
rending, "Curfew Shall Not Ring
Tonight,” Lois Daucett.
Pattern and Fabric Selection
The closing thought was by Rae will be the subject of two train
Johnson.
ing classes for Knox-Lincoln

NEED MONEY?i
To start the year right—

get $25 to $1500 in 1 DAY
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
the entire family. Glasses, dentwes, regular
medical and dental care
all can be financed.
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
is a sensible plan.
IIFE

INSURANCE

JOHN

HANCOCK

AT

IIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY

Sov« fi'me — phone before coming in.
In ROOOANO:

359 Main Street
Above Lergboo'a Jewelry Store

Phone: 1720

PUBLIC FINANCE
CORPORATION

OF ROCKLAND
rOIMHBT

rwilic

IOAN

4-H Club Doings
By

Loan* Shihlea—4-H
Club Agent

Cheerful Homemakers, at theii
meeting this week, voted to give
, a donation to the Polio drive,
t, Members are to bring material
and patterns for thi n skirts.
Gingerbread was made and
while cooking they worked on
their half slips.

Tenants Harbor

Abnakis 4-H Club secretary,
Carol Wall, reports 100G attend
ance of this new group.
Clothing and foods are the two
projects being carried by all mem
bers.
The Feb. 14 after school meeting
was held at the home of the lead
er Mrs. Marjorie Cook.
Lobster Buoys

Earle Cushman, secretary of
Lobster Buoys 4-H C'ub of Tenants .
Harbor led by Mrs. Gertrude Hup- !
per. reports plans for a parents'
meeting on March 6 with demonetrations in lobsterlng, garden,
electric and woodworking projects j
were made at the business meet
ing Wednesday night.
Before the meeting a skating
party was held with all of the
members present and 18 guests, as
follows: Gail Donna Makinen,
Shirley Swanson. Diana Salmi,
Joyce Stanley, Marjorie Banks,
Amy Cook. Barbara Savoy, Ra
mona Lewis. Juanita Davis and
Sally Field.
Neal Hupper, Earle (Ashman,
Paul Cushman. Irving Bracey, Eu
gene Bracey, Ronny Anderson,
Vernon Thompson, Lee Cushman,
Timmy Holmes. Douglas Banks,
Brian Cook. Barry Cook. Gary
Harper. Clifton Morse, Virgil
Morse. Frank Littlehale, and Shel
don Patterson.

CORPORATION

OR

ROCKIAND

Again Serve

unit« y;

Berry Industry

,C O V I« *

Ralph C. Wentworth, or Hope,
former Knox-Lincoln county
agent, will serve as district agent
in blueberries for thc Maine Ex
tension. Service this year.
• Wentworth, know to his many
friends as “Pop”, is serving his

Having potatoes for dinner to

night?—Plan to cook some extra
potatoes—so many ways to serve
them from your freezer on another
day. Just heat frozen whipped po
tatoes in top of double boiler; stir,
of whip if neeessory, to regain
light texture.
Before freezing,
prepare your potatoes as below
and you’ll be ri adv for another
dav and anoth* r meal:

Vegetable Cutlets

By Elroy II. Gross

Combine 1 cup left-over shipped i
potatoes with ll2 cups left-over
cooked vegetables (any combina
Requests for use of the District
tion of peas, corn, geen beans, seeder for spring seeding should
limas, carrots, etc.) ’•» tsp. salt and be made to one of the supervisors.
tsp. nutmeg. Shape mixture' Clint Harriman, chairman of the
in cutlet from (flat, oval cakes). board, would like to have requests
Dip cutlets in egg slightiy diluted as far ahead as possible to in
with water, then into dry bread or crease the efficiency of routing
cracker crumbs: coat evenly. the seeder. Spring seeding may
Freeze cutlets on a shallow tray, seem a long way off but it is
then package. At serving time, something to think about and get
drop frozen cutlets into hot ready for.
<375 F.) fat, or saute in a small
This is the time of year "when
amount of fat until golden brown. !
woodland work is being carried
Serve with cheese or tomato sauce.
on to the full extent. Good cut
6 cutlets.
ting practices are always de
Potato Mary Anns
sirable and increase the value of
Add Vz tsp. salt to an egg and the woodland both from the quali
beat until light. Fold egg into 2 ty of the trees and the volume
cups left-over whipped potatoes. per acre.
Shape 3 inch mounds of potato; | Interest in farm ponds for stock
hollow out centers, leaving bot-; and irrigation,
and
drainage
toms
inch thick and sides I1*- seems to continue during the win
inch high. Brush with melted but ter months as several requests
ter. Plate freeze before packag- • for technical information has been
ing.
To serve, transfer from j received. The technicians of the
freezer to buttered baking sheet. Knox-Lincoln Soil Conservation
Bake in a hot (425 F.) oven 12-15 District are able to work with
minutes, until tinged with bi own.' co-operators of the District for
Fill each potato cup with creamed establishment of these practices.
meat or vegetables. 4 servings.

eighth year as district agent in
blueberries during the growing
Maxey Hannan n.ade a cake season. His appointment is effec
and punch at the last meeting of tive
immediately.
Wentworth
the Royal-M. Larry Hannan helped works very closely with the coun
Potato—Cheese Kai’s
him serve. Louise Hall 1- ader of ty agents in developing programs
Mix left-over whipped potatoes
this group with David Hannan is with individual grow* rs that wiii with half as much grated cheese
on the refreshment committee result in increased yields and
and a dash of cayenne. Form into
next time.
practices that will promote high 1-inch balls (keep ’em small), roll
I|OJM»
quality fruit.
in egg and cracker meal or dry
Wen'a.vorth can be contacted bread crumbs. Plate-freeze the
At a recent meeting of the
Hopeful Homemakers the roll call through the county agents’ offices potato “marbles’ before freezerwas answered by a na:
a me of a or directly at his home in Hope, packaging.
Fry frozen potatowhich is approximately six miles cheese balls in hot <385 Fj fat
fruit.
a skating from Camden on Route 105.
Plans were made f
until deep brown in color. Serve
party. A discussion i s held, on
Since retirement. Wentworth HOT.
safety around the home.
has greatly expanded his orchard
Potato- Ham Souffle
business which he had underway
Warren
Defrost 2 cups whipped potatoes.
Daphne Teague, secretary of while still active with the Exten
the Diligent Dozen reports that the sion Service. Two years ago. h. Melt 2 Tbsp. butter in 1/3 cup hot
meeting was called to order by constructed a refrigerated storag milk. Stir milk into potatoes until
Darlene Gordon. Opened by sing- , plant across the road from his , smooth. Add ’a tsp. salt, *s tsp.
home which has a capacity of I| cayenne, 1 cup ground cooked ham
ing. “America the Beautiful.”
I (or 2 three-ounce cans deviled
Numbers were drawn for the 7,COO bushels.
i h^m) and 3 well beaten egg yolks,
ones that will put on a demonstration for the P.T.A. March 12. The the first year sewing girls worked i Whip 3 egg whites until stiff but
not dry; fold into potato mixture.
members that got the numbers on their kerchiefs.
Different minds bring about a
Next meeting will be Feb. 25 at Pour into buttered I1- qt. casserole difference of opinion in this in
were: Daphne Teague; Patricia
set in pan containing 1 inch water. different world.
Norwood; Patricia Henry and Mrs. Janet Smith's.
Diane Smith. The first year cook
| Bake in moderate <350 F.) oven
ing girls made deviled eggs while I
150-60 minutes. 6 servings.
Union

Classified

brih^ action

Bicycle Boys

Gary Harper is the new- presi
dent of the Bicycle Boys, Lewis
Ha'ch is vice president, Brian
Cook, secretary. Frank Littlehale,
treasurer. Philip Morris, reporter;
Jeffrey Bryant and David Brown
are Flag Bearers, and Cheer
leaders.
Carders, lobsters, and junior
leadership are the projects being
carried on by these 4-H’erR.
Skating was enjoyed before and
after the meeting.
The next meeting is Feb. 25 at
3 p. m. at the home of the leader,
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper.
Washington

Pine Tree 4-H boys and the
Chickadees held a joint Valentine
party at the Prescott School on
Feb. 7.
Each club held a business meet
ing before the party and made
plans for “open house” on
March 8.
Union

Ronald
Luce.
secretary of
Meadow View Club says, "We
worked on our check sheets and
had a woodworking quiz.
Bruce Brown and Danny Dan
forth gave a demonstration at the
meeting on Feb. 15.
North Warren

The business meeting was omit
ted at the all day meeting of thc
White Oak Club held at the home
of Freda Stimpson. All the time
was spent cutting out club dresse6
and sewing in the darts.
Linda Stimpson and Kathleen
Wyllie made 20 hamburgers, for
refreshments,
chocolate
milk,
apple pie with ice cream was also
served.
Another all day meeting will be
held Feb. 22 at the leader's home.
Simonton (omt r

At the meeting of the Ayrshire
Dairy it was decided to 'have a
supper at the Community Hall.
Demonstrations and judging con
tests were planned.
Next meeting will be Feb. 25 at
Cecil Annis' home.
Jefferson

Charles Hunt, secretary of the
Jefferson Eagles reports that
Robert Qpdge and Frank Holmes
gave a demonstration on, “Wood
sanding block.”
Their leader. Mrs. Eleanor Wil
son will be in charge of their 4-H
window for National 4-H week.

FAITHFUL MOMENT IN A CHILD’S DAY

Rockland

At the fifth meeting of the Sananjueca it was decided to make
their scrapbooks instead of buying
them.
Plans were made for 4-H Sun
day; style show and to sell
cookies.

ADDITIONAl COST THROUGH

NO

MUTUAl

Second Fleer —

Thomaston

2^*' mu
•/ coistlvunoa *
Ol DISTRICTS ;

Wentworth To

County Extension groups.
Thursday, Feb. 21, the class will
be held at the Farnsworth Muse
um in Rockland; Tuesday, Feb.
26, Lincoln County leaders will
meet at the Noble-boro Grange
Hall.
Information on the new pattern
sizing and practice in meausing
will be included in each meeting,
which will be conducted by Mrs.
Mabel K. Folsom, home demon
stration agent, assisted by Mrs.
Esther Gross, county clothing
leader.

You remember being in this picture yourself, years ago—don’t you?

More than once,

you

stood with your friends ... you prayed together

for a classmate, for the boys in sendee, for our country’s welfare.

Perhaps not more than two or three of you belonged to thc same

church, congregation, or synagogue. But you had this in common.
You all knew how to pray to God.

Build a Stronger, Richer Life
k rA

That habit of prayer wasn’t taught in school or practiced only in
your home. You were taken to church or synagogue every week

Your parents knew their duty to help you find a Faith to live by.

And now it’s your turn—to fulfill the same obligation to your,
children. Start this week, worshiping together.
Contributed to the Religion In American Life Program,

Worship Together Every Week

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdaf

Foge PK
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Around The County On A Winter Day

.

.

.
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Our range of occupations of Knox County folk today runs all
the way from a school girl through the tasks of a store clerk,
court clerk, an electrician, custodian, caretaker and manufacturer.
At the left, Miss Donna Smallwood, a Rockland High junior,
passes out a copy of a Boston morning paper to a customer, along
with a bright smile, in Chisholm's store.
Next, we have nine year old Joy Sulka who appears to be a
little bit puzzled as to why her picture was being taken. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sol Sulka.

Many a Rockland home has had a neat lawn and pleasing
shrubbery and gardens over the years because of the man in the
third picture. He is Arthur Marsh who has devoted a lifetime to
caring for many of the city’s better homes. His winter months
have been occupied with keeping the same homes warm and walks
and drives free of sncw and ice.
Next, we have Mrs. Berla Wixson who right now is busy with
the current term of Knox Superior Court. She works as assistant to
Clerk of C ourts Pearl Borgerson. In her off duty hours, she devotes

much time to the affairs of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church.
She is the wife of Carroll Wixson who is a clerk in Gregory's.
llie man with the pipe is Ed Gordon who operates the Wood
craft Shop and doubles as a member of the City Planning Commis
sion and one of the group developing the Pen Bay Acres housing
area. Ed has built up a business of manufacturing authentic copies
of Early American furniture which has gained him a considerable
measure of fame. His work is exhibited at the Springfield States
Exposition and is sold nationally. A sideline taken up in recent

guest of his brother. Everett PhilProper Care of
Ganders
brook and family.
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DOGTOWNERS GO ON WARPATH
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missioner of the Maine Forest from Knox Hospital.
Those amazing Blackfaces con-1 the surprised Hawks a 51 pin Goose
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Service shows that in 1956 the!
tinued to make red faces in the trouncing. With the addition of
, humber of communities invaded'
Salt Water League as they gave a nc.v face, (a ringer, the Fish
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Charles Hold in Malden. Mass.
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Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Verg
>arents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and .Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramha
hompson.
attended the basketball game i
Vernon Philbrook was in RockWiscasset on Thursday afternoor
ind last week and also visited his
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton A. Sirr
nother in South Portland. On
mons and Mr. and Mrs. Albert 5
Dorian Amea has been at his
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Bucksport on Thursday evening.
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er who has come to live with
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The friendly Manger Hotel i< just
attend the funeral of Mrs. Fran
Zerna and Wilma-Jean.
• MANY WITH 21* TV
a hop, skip and jump front
Day.
Orris Philbrook was a weekend

appetite.

RED FACES IN THE SALTWATER

years is the desigining and manufacture of store interiors.
Hiking along on a brisk morning is Warren Perry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Perry of Cedar street. An electrician, he was long
on the staff of the A. T. Thurston electrical firm and is now’ in
Waterville.
East in line, and well leaded down with groceries, is Ernest P.
Jones, custodian of Rockland's South School. He has been a school
custodian for many years and moved into the South School position
as soon us the building was completed.
Photos by Cullen

Richard Ames of Rockland was
Verna Philbrook was an over- oral days,
a recent overnight guest of his night
guest
Saturday,
the
The Sunbeam was here Sunday
mother. Esther Young.
birthday, of her aunt, Isabelle evening and Rev. Verne Smith
Mrs. Helen Spear has returned Ripley.
held services in the church, after
after visiting her daughter in
Gordon Ames is visiting his which the Sunbeam went to RockPort Clyde.
grandmother Lena Young, for sev- land.
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Hotel

"Daddy phoned you a great big kiss ))

BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARD

Welcome to Boston’s newest, mn«t
convenient hotel. Direct enlrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and
radio.

To a baby, words are only sounds representing the

Conv©n,enT

’otelfouraine

8 MINUTES TO SHOPPING —

THEATRES — ALL TERMINALS —

FROM

EVENING AND WEEK-END

♦5.50 Single* $8.00 Double

^>Boston

PARKING ADVANTAGES
Recommended by

WEEK-END

AAA

Handy to THEATRES •
SHOPPING • SUBWAYS •
HISTORIC SITES * BUSINESS DISTRICTS
'

Special
UAXV/XI,

* (VIST WISH • THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

/l cn PER PERS0N
'ljU PER DAY IN

NORTH STATION BOSTON
FOR RESERVATIONS

4L “

sound of a well-loved voice brings a wonderful happy

warmth to the heart. And remember, the voices you
love are always as near as your telephone no matter

how far from Maine they may actually be.

NOW—AIR CONDITIONED GUEST ROOMS

double rooms

'

$6 -SINGLE OCCUPANCY.

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

. . . iNCtUD-ING
COMPLETE BREAKFAST

Other Monger Hotak in:
N,w Twk, N. V. • W«ti<newi. B. C.

14 L nth s».. New Ynrt H. N. T.

ir, N* V. •
Rfl
jovannoh Ctsi

comforting presence of love. With grownups, too, the

CHARLES

T.i.Np. - nt i nt

9

RANt Ge.

r»t - it. ,,..!, ito

TREMONT AND
BOYLSTON STS.
overlooking

BOSTON
COMMON

MODERN COMFOXTABIE ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced ’
CHILDREN UNDER 14 —NO CHARGE
PARKING AVAILABLE

You’ll enjoy THE SABLE ROOM and the TOURAINE GRILLE
tHOMAS J

WAkSH.

Ma-nqt!

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Fog* Sbt
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
of the block.

THOMASTON
New* and Social Item*, Notice* and Advertisement* ma; be sent

or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST.. TEL. IM-fl

John Egerton has been appoint
ed chairman of the Thomaston
Red Cross Fund Drive this year
to be held in March. Mrs. Florence will again serve as treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kontio of
Bangor have returned home after
a visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Clark.
Boy Scouts of Troop 215 taking
part in the morning worship serv
ice at the Federated Church Sun
day in observance of Boy Scout
Week were: Neil Buzynski. Mich
ael DeWolfe, Roy Moss. Kurt
Hoffses and George Newbert. Jr.
Cubs Scouts serving as ushers
were: Michael Bergamini. Jerry
Smalley,
Gordon Peters
and
Schuyler Morrison. Fifty-two Cub
Scouts and Boy Scouts attended in
a body.
Those from Gorham
State
Teachers College spending the
week with their parents, are:
Gwendolyn Thornton with Mr. and
Mrs.
James
Thornton, Jane
Ifemcy with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ifemey, Virginia Frankowski with
Mrs. Oliver Frankowski.
Over $200 was realized by St.
John's Episcopal Church Auxiliary
at the recent penny sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis P. Leary
entertained at dinner Sunday at
their home on Water Street. Rock
land. 11 members of the boys bas
ketball team of Thomaston High
School.
Cub Scout Pack 215 will hold its
annual blue and gold banquet
Thursday evening at 6.30 at the
Federated Church.
The Contract Club met Friday
with Mrs. Mary Overlock. Mrs.
Arthur Elliot won the prize. Other
guests were: Mrs. R. H. Tanner.
Mrs. Harry Sweeney, Mrs. Wil
liam Boynton and Mrs. Percival
Pierpont.
Howard Crockett of Warren

will serve as director of the minstel show being sponsored by ’he
Parents Club on March 29 ’o
benefit thc class trip. There will
also be 10 speciality acts. Serv
ing as interlocutor will be Robert
Stackpole and end men being.
Paul Barnes, Dick Feyler. Charles
Bourne. Robert Burton, Jack Bell
and Peter Melgard.
Girl Scout Troop 3 held a Valen
tine dance Friday night at the
Girl Scout Hall with Mrs. Warrene Barr, leader. Games were
played and prizes won. Dancing
was enjoyed. Refreshments served
included a cake made and deco
rated for the occasion by Mrs.
Edwin Lynch committee woman
Guests were:
Muriel Abbott.
Marylee Benner. Susan Clark.
Jacqueline Harjula. Donna Pres
cott. Sandra Richards. Jerry
Roberts.
David
Wolfe.
John
Buzynski. Robert McLain, Nor
man Whitehill, Percy Merrifield
and John Miller.
Mrs. Paul Files, Miss Edith
Wilson and Mrs. E. T. Dornan,
judges in thc historical essay con
test for eighth grade pupils spon
sored by General Knox Chapter.
Daughters of the American Revo
lution. have selected the following
winners: Delene Barr, who wrote
on Jefferson Davis; Sylvia WKitehlll, subject. Thomas Jefferson;
and Maureen Carroll, subject,
Frinklin Delano Roosevelt. The
winners and their teachers will he
entertained at a tea at the “sta
tion” on Washington's Birthday.
Selection was made by number,
the judges being unaware of the
name of the pupil writing ’he
paper.
Valentine Party
The Young People of the Holy
Trinity Lutheran Church held n
Valentine party Friday night nt
the church. Chaperones were:
Mr. and Mrs. Altti Lehto of Wash-

THOMASTON CAFE and BAKERY

Offers You a Complete Luncheon
For 85c and up daily
Assortment of
HOME MADE BREAD, ROLLS, CAKES AND PASTRIES
Baked Beans on Saturday — 60c a Quart, 30c a Pint
22-24

Watts Block, 1890's

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
MAKES HISTORY LIVE

AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
By F. L. S. Morse

This photograph taken by Enoch
Fernald before 1868 shows Main
street, between Knox and Green
as it had been for some ten years.
South side of Main Street:
The Telegraph Block, shown
above next west of the Thomaston
Market, stood on thc site of an old
er building, a dwelling house occu
pied successively by Nehemiah
Boynton. John Porter and Israel
Dinsmore. Boynton came to our
town from St. George, w’here he
had carried on a fish business and

where he had married Mary,
daughter of Joel Miller. He came
to town in 1834 and probably built
the house ?oon afterward. He was
in business here down by the river j
and after 11 years sold out and
went to Chelsea, Mass., where he
was prominent in business and
politics.
John Porter came to Thomaston
from Salem, Mass., and married
Almira Barnard of Warren, a sis
ter of John Barnard, who lived at
the corner of Booker street and
was cashier of Thomaston Bank.
Porter lived in town until 1846,
ington and Mr. and Mrs. Wilho when he moved to Rockland and
Salmi of Tenants Harbor. Games with Lewis Richardson started a
were played wiln prizes being won newspaper called the Limerock Ga
by Shelia Thomas. Cynthia Greg zette, the direct ancestor of Thc
ory and David Salmi of Tenants Courier-Gazette. Porter was a
Harbor and Sherwood Wot’on of tailor during his sojourn in Thom
Thomaston. Refreshments were aston but continued a publisher
served by Sonja and Mary Kor for many years.
honen of Thomaston and Diana
Porter sold his nouse ro Israel
Salmi of Tenants Harbor. Game Dinsmore from Cherryfleld, a hotel
committee was Mary Lehto of keeper who was a widower. He
Washington and Ellen and David , married Jane (Snow’) Cobb, the
Salmi of Tenants Harbor.
grandmother of Governor Cobb.
Others attending were: Sharon She had kept the Knox House, and
Steele of Washington. Janice ' after her second marriage, manBryant. Paul Salmi and Jehu I aged it along with her husband.
Patterson all of Tenants Harbor. Israel Dinsmore died in 1849.
Betty Conway, Lauren and RonA son, Richard Dinsmore, by
old Korhonen. Rodney and Henry . his first marriage, who was mar
Young. Donna and Charles Rich ried in Washington County, spent
ards, Sterling and
Raymond the rest of his life here, except the
Thompson, all of Thomaston.
[ time spent with the 21st Maine

Regiment in the Civil War. Rich |
ard was a carpenter as a young
man. but sold tinware and cooking
utensils in his old age. Some of
us still remember him.
Richard had a son, Oliver G.
Dinsmore who was employed by
several Knox County newspapers i
as reporter. He was editor of the
Thomaston Herald for some years.
He was a good looking, clean
young man of good intellect and
excellent character.
Richard’s daughter, Elizabeth,
married John Thornton. 2d, and
left two daughters, both now de
ceased They were May who mar
ried William Daggett, and in her
long widowhood worked in E. B.
Crockett's store in Rockland, and
Grace,, wife of Ross McKenney.
May had three daughters Mrs.
Jean Clough of Rockland, Mrs.
Grace Smith, who lives In Massa
chusetts and Mrs. Doris Spear.
Mrs. Clough has two daughters.
Mrs. Fred Bartlett and Mrs. Ken
neth Feyler, Jr.
Beside the Dinsmore house or to
the rear were two small buildings,
one a little store owned by Barna
bas Webb and the other seems to
have been a cookhouse used in

That year. 1857, saw the estab
lishment of a drug store called the
George I. Robinson Drug Store
until it became Whitney and
Brackett's in charge of Ralph
Whitney and Winfield Brackett,
both young men who had been em
ployed there, and both now long
since deceased. George I. Robin
son had been telegraph operator
since 1851 and ■ after he built the
block kept the telegraph office
there, where it remained until it
was moved to the Railroad Station.
Miss Harriet Tilson, a sister-in-law
of George I. Robinson was for
many years the telegraph operator
here.
The first telegraph office was
over the bank in the granite build
ing which stood where the Thom
aston National Bank building now
stands. It was then moved to the
wooden block on the site of the
Vinal Block and still later to the
new Telegraph Block. The first
message was sent March 1, 1849
and the operator was John Ray
mond, a New York man.
I have been told that Robinson
had a store somewhere before,
but it seems doubtful as he served
as telegraph operator in the office
where others had served before
him This year 1957 completes the
century for this business in our
town.
For years George I. Robinson
sold the textbooks used by the
Thomaston schools, in fact until
the town furnished free textbooks
in 1890. The late George H. Gard
ner was for many years the pro
prietor of the business. George
was the son of Henry Gardner of
the West End and was one of the
best of men, a leader in the Con
gregational Church and a fine
singer who not only served as a
member of the choir of his-church,
but often belonged to male quar
tets which were a credit to the
town. He married Miss Florence
Hunt, then principal of Thomas
ton High School, who survived him
and who, after serving our schools
many years was employed at the
public library. In his last years
he had a drug store in Warren and
manufactured
some
excellent
remedies.
Eaton tells us that in 1827 Joseph

1873 refers in an item to the stable
of the Knox Hotel as kept by Cap
tain Post. This stable did a big
business during the 1880s. After
1890 or thereabouts and until 1915
it was kept by the late William
Catland. who had disposed of his
Thomaston Market.
I believe
Frank Cushing had been employed
here or may have run the store be
fore he went across the street
where Dan Welch kept a mar
ket which was burned in 1892.

Oliver G. Dinsmore, died March
30, 1908. aged 36 years.

William Catland or Billy as my
father called him, kept the stable
for many years. I have spent
many hours in his office where he
sat often on the stool end to the
door and in front of the big safe. !
A small genial man with a very
shrill voice as I remember him.
On Sunday with my father and
brother we would go there to get [
our horse after church and he and |
father indulged in long conversa- j
tions. Perhaps Henry Clark or)
Henry Curran would be there or I
Horatio (Rashe) Copeland or old
Uncle Percy Montgomery of Knox
street, who was almost 100 years
old and straight as a ramrod.
They were all good story tellers,
Uncle Percy especially.
I remember only a few of the
landloids of the hotel. There was
a Mr. Weeks and a Mr. Winslow,
and of course we all remember
our friend Fred Burgess. Our ho-

Watts Block, 1865

connection with the hotel. The
late Char’cs Hastings had a paint
shop in thc Webb store.
This property, having been
bought back by the Levensaler
family was at first leased to
George I. and E. W. Robinson in
1857 and a two story block built
thereon. These men were not re
lated but were associated. Later,
George I. Robinson owned a part

Berry built the Knox Hotel, a
three story building near the Cor
ner. It was thc same year that his
brother Jeremiah built the Com
mercial House ln Rockland and hie
family started its long career in
the hotel and stable enterprises.
Joseph was by trade a masoo
and kept a store east of the Cor
ner. The first landlord of the Ho
tel was Charles Sampson of Wal
doboro, His wife Sarah Sprague
Sampson owned a piece of land on
the Crick Hill. They were great
PUBLIC PARTY
grandparents of Mies Jeanette
Waldo.
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Of the many landlords who have
served the hotel as manager,
Every
Silas Masters was perhaps the best
^Wednesday Nightj known. In addition to the hotel,
he ran the large livery stable at
the rear. He followed a Mr. Bick
7.30 P. M.
ford as landlord, and I had the
KNOX COUNTY
idea that he built the stable and
FISH AND GAME ASSN.
started the livery business, but
4-T-tfl
The Rockland Gazette of June 26,

Top star of the show

tel has been in recent years an
especially fine institution and un
der the management of Mr. Valtones maintains its high standards
of respectability and efficiency.
Next to the .hotel in the first
picture a two story white house
may be seen. This was built for
Cashmir Lash, a gardener and
florist, who Eaton tells us, came
from Waldoboro and was of Ger
man descent. His first wife, was
Ann Malcolm of Cushing. Their
one child, Delia, married Alfred
Butler of South Thomaston. Cashmir’s second wife was Ann, daugh
ter of Caleb Stetson, then the
widow of Horatio Eaton of Cam

5

den. She had three daughters, one
of whom married Edward Ellis
O’Brien and also a son, whom
Eaton calls Alcander. A grand
daughter, Annie Lash, became
Mrs. James Levenseller. Some of
our more mature residents will re
member the beautiful wedding in
the early '90s. In 1892. I believe
the management of the hotel
bought the house and lot. As a lad
I watched this being moved up
Main street to Georges street,
where it still stands, at present
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Korplnen.. Then the three story build
ing shown in the second picture
was built as the annex to the ho
tel. This was burned in 1915.
With me as I watched the build
ing. going up Main street was an
other lad either Ralph Cushing or
his inseparable friend, the late
Charles Edgerton. Mary McPhail,
then a diminutive miss at the Up
per Corner was another witness,
who was much impressed. I be
lieve this was July 3, and a very
warm day.
Beyond the Lash house was an
other two story house which was
moved back to make room for
St. John’s Episcopal Church and
was used as a parsonage or
rectory.
This was originally owned and
occupied by Willard Fales and
after his death was sold to Bart
lett Jackson, who occupied lt dur
ing the years that he was county
treasurer and sold it to Hosea
Baker of Haverhill, N. H. From
1858 to about 1867 Hosea Baker’s
son, Dr. Peyton Baker lived and
practiced medicine. Dr. Baker
was a graduate of Dartmouth and
married Ann McCallum of Warren
who died in 1864. Later the doc
tor moved to Warren and was
murdered in a house on the west
ern road to Warren, May 17, 1873.
Lucy Ann Mink was arrested and
tried for the murder, but acquit
ted. A great deal of scandal was
connected with the affair. Eaton
states that she took the life of a
man in Lowell, Mass., In 1876 un
der similar circumstances.
As one reads the long account of
the trial in the Gazette of those
days he is moved to pity for this
young woman, whose letters, pro
duced as evidence, shows her to
have been both ignorant and un
refined. She had kept house for
Dr. Baker after the death of his
wife in this Thomaston home. He
was a bearded man in his forties
and she young enough to have been
his daughter. She believed herself
to have been deeply wronged and
the all male jury was rightfully
compassionate. Moreover, there
seemed to be a reasonable doubt.
However one can’t help wondering
if a female jury would have
brought in thc same verdict.
In 1868 Bishop Neely of the Epis
copal Diocese of Maine bought
three lots at this corner, from
Hosea Baker, Mrs. Lash and Ed
win Walsh. There were buildings
on the Walsh lot and there was the
Baker house.
According to the very fine Year
book of Saint John Baptist Church,
written or compiled by Father P.
Phillips Brooks Franklin, who was
prist in charge in 1931, the work
of the church was started here in
1867. Services were held in the
Unitarian Church for six months
'Conrinneo on Pave Sev»-i

PUBLIC PARTY
Every
Tuesday Night
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 87
Thomaston Nat'l Rank Building
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ENDS TUESDAY: "RIFIFI" - Thrilling French Robbery
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...even brighter in action!
See it sitting still arid

It’s a new kind of
Ford for 1957.
It’s the longest,
most powerful
low-priced car
you've ever seen!

you’ll

equipped for HI FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC

WEDNESDAY ONLY
MATINEE AT 2.00 — EVENING 6.30-8.30

MICHELE MORGAN
PIERRE BRASSEUR

John Wayne in

'THE FLYING TIGERS'

say this '57

Ford deserves top billing for its beauty

WEDNESDAY ONLY
2.00-6.30-8.30

3

ALLEGRET’S

alone!

Then try the aelion! There's more getaway
than ever in Ford’s new V-8 engines . . . and

to help you choose the one that best fits your
driving needs. Ford offers the widest horse
power range yet. And if you’re a “six” fan,
take note: Ford’s new Mileage Maker Six is

more powerful than ever—the world's most
modern, too!
See the new kind of Ford at the auto show—
the Customs and Custom 300’s (over 16 feet

long), the Fairlanes and Fairlane 500’s (over

SEE

IT AT

YOUR

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY - 2.00-6.30-8.30

FORD DEALER'S
WASHINGTON’S
BIRTHDAY
Open House
February 22nd

in the low-price field!

... it comes in two
big, beautiful sizes r o A.it

SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER

.:b CORNELL

| BORCHERS
■
■
■

ALAN
v
X

■
■

X

VIRGINIA

EDMOND

LADD-MAYO-O’BRIEN

in Eastman Color

OASIS
CINemaScoPE
______________ __

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

'
CHARLTON

SLAWDh

i
■

17 feet long)—and the value, finer than any

NEW KIND OF FORD

(NOT SHOWN SATURDAY MATINEE)

■
■
■

ANNE

HESTON BAXItR
GILBERT

TOM

rolandtryon

. WarnerColor

■» rr ——

fOMSI TUCKER BRUCE KMEU
(LAME STMTCN

a JAGUAR;sowtnoi- r’tanD i» WARNER BROS

r-*Mtei«jCHfKeN

li

“

SATURDAY MATINEE 2 P. M. — BIG KIDDIE FUN KARNIVAL
. - - -x

.

wrf

SMRtoMMES EDNinCRMT
RCHfUCaOR*

IBUyPlIlN

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy

*-----

■

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 19, 1957

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! AU "blind ads" so called, I. e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette office
for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best result^
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified -ds wiU be accepted without the rash and no book
keeping wiU be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

Mrs. Lillian Simmons attend
ed the Knights of Pythias and Py
thian Sisters social in Thomaston,
Thursday evening and took part in
the entertainment.
The Mystery Circle will meet
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. at the
Odd Fellows Hall. After the busi
ness meeting February birthdays
of members will be observed.
Hostesses will be Mis Doris Hyler
and Mrs. Clara Leach.
Mrs. Sarah Butler, chairman of
S the Polio March of Dimes, reports
FOR SALE
MISCELLANEOUS »be received $465. This came in
THIS advertisement redeemable f,om ,he SPh<K>1 and mailins cardg
TWO Burner Westinghouse elec,
plate for sale, used very little. by any adult for one free leather and the Mother's March and in
price $7.
H W. DAVIS New belt.
No purchase necessary, dividual donations.
County Road. Thomaston Tel* WIG WARM. INC., Rockland. 20*22
Ten
matrons and two past
22*lt
.353-3.
NOTICE
patrons, were honored at the
TWO Heifers for sale, one has
After this date, I will pay only meeting of Ivy Chapter. OES. Fribeen bred. MULLOY. West Rock ,h“' "\SSS’i&K'1
port.
22*24
i from Grace Chapter. Thomaston.
TEN Cord Oak Bolts for »alc, j February 12. 1957.
20*221 a,l five of these being past magood, clear. MERRILL DRINK
CHANEY H. RIPLEY. Rug and "<ins and >‘at,ontl °r ,hat chapter.
WATER. 48 Pearl Street. Cam
Ajj After the meeting a scotch aucden.
20*'22 Upholstery Cleaning Service.
”“SHEEKLINEn Jacket for sale work guaranteed. Tel. ROCK tion served for entertainment. Re14-26 fri’shments were served by Mrs.
also, plaid wool skirt, plaid wool LAN D 940-K.
suit, pr. lined dungarees, sweat Camp To Rent? Boat To Sell? Carrie Smith. Mrs. Janet sSmith
ers and blouses, all for $5, .should
Don’t miss the all-state and and Mrs. Anna Starrett. Guest
fit girl 12-13 years old. 51 WIILOW out-of-state readership of the officers’ night will be observed at
STREET.
21*23 “Magazine of Maine’’ Classified
a special meeting Feb. 22. At the
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
Ads! Only 10c a word. $2 mini
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SALE mum. paid in advance.
Interest meeting. March 1. there will be
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V) ing to read, too: “Boat Mart” — a covered dish supper with Mis.
triple track. The window’ with a “Flower Mart” — “Antiques” — Lillian Simmons and Mrs. Helen
reputation, sold and installed. “Trades" — Etc. DOWN EAST Maxey committee. At the busi
factory to you by Kenniston Bros. I MAGAZINE, Camden, Maine.
Exclusive Knox County Distribu11-tf ness meeting, election of officers
will be held.
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON,
WELL! WELL! WELL!
Members of the Ground Observ
13 Gay Street. Rockland Tel. ] If it is water you need write
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686.
ers’ Corps on duty this week are:
R.
W.
DRINKWATER.
Well
Drill
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-tf
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135 Monday, Miss LaVerne Young;
SILENT Glow 2 burner sleeve Camden. Tel. 2768.
Installment Tuesday. Mi's. Eleanor Ames;
type oil heater for sale, used very plan also available, no down pay Wednesday, Mrs. Ruth Wiley;
little. Reasonably’ priced. TT-*L- ment necessary. Member of New
1759.
._____ 20%2 England and National Association. Thursday, Mrs. Ruth Perry; Fri-

day Mrs. Sarah Butler; Satur
day. Mrs. Leda Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear and
sons. Edward and James, of New
ton Center. Mass., arrived Friday
evening to spend the .school vaca
tion with her father, Forrest
Spear. Edward's first task was to
get himself a fishing license.
At a Special meeting of the
Health Council. Dr. Alta Ashley,
district health officer of district 3
was the speaker. She introduced
to the group a new method of giv
ing TB tests to first graders. This
way Ls now being done at Oakland.
Warren, because of its active
h« alth council was chosen the sec
ond town in Maine. The test will
b. given by Dr. Ashley, at the
grade school. Monday, March 4
Mrs. Esther Long, health nurse,
will be in attendance, assisted by
Health Council members
Corp, end Mrs. Arnold Wiley
from Camp Devens, were weekend
guests of his parents.
Mr. and
Mrs. Alford Wiley.

Thomaston Book

Rockland's Oldest Houses—This One
House Early Postoffice In Shore Village
By James L. Burns

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Telephone 172

The Board of Christian Educa
tion of the Union Church Sunday
School met at the home of Mrs.
Norma Lloyd on Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Jordan of
Lewiston are spending a few days

jBYBII

Ibis hou*e was originally built on Main street in Rockland in 1844 on land just north of the Rockland
Savings Bank. It was built by John Spofford who was p< stmaster at the time and used by him as his
pest office. Wh<in the block was built it was moved to the (’curt House lot. When the ( ourt House was
built it was bought by Jim Hartnett and moved to the corner of Winter and Pink streets. When the
Liincrock R. IL came in 1888 Hartnett sold to the railroad. They sold to (has. W. Perry who moved it
to Pine street, its present location.
J. L. Burns Photo

i Continued from Page But)
and then for six months In Union
Hall. The cornerstone was laid
Sept 3. 1868 for the new church.
The old Baker house had been
movd back to where it remained
to be used for many years.
The new Church of St. John Bap
tist was occupied for the first
time at Christmas of that year.
All that winter it was unp’.astered.
the floor boards were not la!d.
there were rude seats, and the
church windows were boarded
over. On Easter evening, 1869,
when a crowd had assembled, the
floor broke down and the greater
part of the congregation were
precipitated into the cellar. Father
Julius Hammond Ward, the first
priest in charge stated that Uns
was caused by the neglect of the
carpenters to put suitable props
beneath, and that public feeling
raged very high because of this.
Father Ward stated that the town
was found to be a very hard field
for the work.
The church has had 16 priests in
ith service, the first having been
Father Ward and the present priest
Father Ernest O. Kenyon. I be
lieve Father Pulsifer was the last
rector.
The bell formerly belonging to
the Unitarian Church was pre
sented to this church by the late
Edward O'Brien and Bishop Phil
lips Brooks. Rev. Father Russell
Woodman served the church for
18 years, from 1899 to 1914, the
!onK,'’t' ot “"7- unle8S Fathcr
Kenyon may have served longer.
To one who does not belong t<?
that persuasion it seems that this
church is more active in recent
years than formerly and both its
priest and membership are highly
esteemed here and deservedly so.
The second photograph, taken in
1895 or later, was the work of
Mrs. Sidney Smith and used
through the kindness of Miss Rita
Smith.

houses on the Spofford lot were
sold and removed. This house wan
purchased by James Hartnett, and
TO LET
it started travelling
•lling again when he
THREE Room Furn. Apt. to let
moved it to his lot beside his own
with priv. bath. cont. h. w.. water
It was erected in 1844 on Main
house on the southwest corner of
bill included in rent
CALL 1629 street about where the Rockland
Pink and Winter streets, where he
oi 7«.K._____________ 22*24
Savings Bank is now located, or
rented it as a dwelling house, until
L DUPLEX. 5 rms. uru'urn..
1889 the mareh of Improvement
full bath, to let. e< ntral. Tel. 823 just a little north of It. It was
again caught up with it in the
inq. 96 GRACE STREET. 22 24 built for a Post Office by Capt.
shape of the Limerock Railroad.
FURN. Apt •
•
le or two John Spofford who was then serv
After the Limerock Railroad Co.
bedrooms, central location. Adults
DIVANS or Studio Couches for We are able to book more work
ing his second term as postmaster.
began laying out the route of their
sale, $20 and $7.50; also bureaus now.
1-tl
EGGS & CHICKS References required. TEL. 1620.
22-24
The first Post Office in what is
new railroad to the lime kilns on
$4 and $7; bedroom set. $30; beds ”~SAW Fiiing“an<f~Tool Grinding
$5 up; kitchen cabinet. $5. Other promptiy done. All work guaranCLEMENTS WHITE ROCKS — “ AT TRACTIVELY D. <. ~Rm. nowRockland was established at the brick block which now stands Ciockett’s Point they found that
furniture. Can be seen Saturday tecd R F and D R EATON. Tel. in great demand for meat pro Unfurn. A|jt. to lot on Camden Blackington’8 Corner in 1824 and on this location Mr. Spofford this house would be in its path, so
afternoon, Feb. 16. Legion Hall. ggvw. Rockland
106-tf duction.
They live, grow fast Sti -t with bath. elec, stove and
CORRECTICX
moved the house to h s lot at the they bought the house from Mr.
Union. Auction Saturdav evening. —==-- ——tt----- i—rT-»»------------------ and have ifficient feed conversion. refrig. h. w. heat TEL. 1219 or DavidCrockett was ap|X>inted
HARVEY-GURNEY Union 20 22
F,y Northeast Airlines Conner
In the last number of The Scrap
23 of that corner of Union atidLimerock
Hartnett, and fold it to Charles W.
21-tf I Postmasteron Dec.
—
tion*
made
for
all
line*. Pullets available for hatching egg 939.
Rockland was at that time streets where the Court House now Perry who moved it to the loca- book. the name. Linwood Brackett,
ONE Two and Three Rm Apts. I '<ar
ELECTRIC Range and R. frig- GIFFORDS. Rockland. Me. 89-tf production. Maine-U. S. Approved
erator for sale. Nearly new. TEL
Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks, to lot, heated, H&C water
29 ; East Thomaston, and this post stands. This house was occupied tion where it stands today at 58 was used in connection with the
450.
21-23 CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS White Leghorns, Golden Crosses BEECH STREET Tel. 1116-W.
office was located near the corner in that location for a long time Pine street, corner of Maverick, drug store. This waji an error. It
•21 36 of what is now’ Cedar street and by John
ACHIMENES Bulbs for sal?? Cleaned repaired and installed and Reds for layers. Write or
Handley.
On its journey along Main street, was his brother. Winfield, The
assorted colors. 10c each. RENA Automatic cleaning equipment phone CLEMENTS CHICKS. INC..
THREiC in: fuii *i>t. i d i i
Old County Road.
When the county got around to on Wednesday. July 25. 1889. it writer asks pardon from all for
Free inspection and estimate* Route 33. Winterport. Maine. <D>
FAIaES. Friendship, Maine.
to let. elec, stove .and refrig.
Mr. Crockett seems to have held building the Court House,
this passed the spot whert it had his mistake. The fact that he
21-23 SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
F G. PRIEST 109 Park St. Tel. that position until his nuccesor. house, together with some other originally been built.
nWF’o/* nnH n ri<> rn ♦
Pemdcn
know Linwood Brackett so well
BEDROOM Sets, dining room CEdar 6-2A87
1021
21 i!
REAL ESTATE
in his boyhood may have caused
set, chairs, and other articles for
NEWLY Renovated 3 Room
sale. VIRGINIA
ELLIS. Tel.
panied Mrs. Amelia Doinan and the confusion.
WE have just listed a 14 room Furn. Upstairs Apartmi nt to let. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
WANTED
CEdar 6-3882.
21 26
F.L.S.M
Old Colonial home for sale, which all modern. Suitable for couple. Ted MacDonald.
son John of East Union to Rock
West Rockport
retains its simplicity, yet affords Call at 33 PURCHASE STREET
GIRLS Spring Coat for sale,
port.
Sunday,
to
call
on
Edward
i
Franklin P. Adams is spending
SPINET
Type
Piano
wanted
MRS. MABEL HEALI
2 new bathrooms. 4 fireplaces, or W4-M.
light blue boucle, excellent cond.,
21 23
Oxton at the Mae Murray Nursing | den was the KUv’t °f her parents,
Correspondent
a few days in town with his fam
size 8. hat to match; also boy’s Call CAMDEN CEdar 6-2088 . 22-24 Dutch oven, wide board floors,
THREE Rms. and bath, unfurn. ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins. Wed
Home
—
COAST Guard Officer with two and only five minutes walk to heated apt. to let.
light gray plaid topcoat, size 6x
Inquire J30
and cap to match. TEL. 66. 20-22 children desires to rent unfurnish Camden Post Office. Approximate UNION STREET. Tel. 158. 2P23
Maynard Bowley was in Camden nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog spent
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Davis left
LARGE Glenwood Comb. Gas t d three bedroom house. Willing | ]v 3 acrefl ian(j with 177 ft. front- ~THRBE" Rm~Apt. to-let furru the weekend in North Haven as Wednesday for Annapolis, Md.. to Monday.
The fellow who harbors a
and Oil Kitchen Range for sale; tf) pay good rent for the right age, 011 one of the best streets in or unfurn., in Rockport. F. G. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Preston ; visit their son Alden who is a stu
Mrs Josie Robbins called on her '
grudge fares worse than the one
also Whitney stroller - carriage place. Reply THOMAS CLING AN town. Price reasonable. ALLEN PRIEST, 109 Park Street. Tel.
sister.
Mrs.
Frances
Norton
at
Lincoln.
dent at the Naval Academy. They
21*23 INSURANCE AGENCY. David H
comb. HARLAND DEMUTH. Tel. c/o The Courier-Gazette.
at whom the enmity is directed.
0.4.
20-tf
Tim Lane was home from the wi:i journey on, visiting other rel- South Thomaston, Friday, and
MALE or Female Bookkeeper Montgomery. Pres.. Tel. Camden
Union STate 5-2372
20 22
FURN.
Four
Room
Apt.
with
22-lt
atives in that vicinity. Then they spent Monday with her daughter.
LADY’S Bureau, Vanity. Man’s and Office Manager wanted. Must CEdar 6-2296 .
bath to let. Private entrance University of Maine for the weekplan to travel as far south as Mrs. Charlotte Frost, at Lincoln
12 ROOM House with Garage good location. TEL. 855-J. 20*22 I <‘nd
HGiiwn
Chest for sale. Walnut finish. Call be capable of assuming heavy re
ville.
evenings 285-W2 or days 17*3 sponsibilities. Salary open coni for sale, steam heat, bath, HAC ~NIUE~Oomfortable Room~to let. I
Florida before returning home.
Mertic
Carver
suffered
a
mensurable
to
ability.
Write
or
water, income property. Finest
MRS. PAUL SEAVEY.
19-tf
Mrs. Ruby Woodbury of New
3rd floor. STANLEY HOUSE. 28! fall last Wednesday at her home
Mr. and Mrs. David Hamalainen
phone Mr. Barker for appoint
NEW Furnaces lor coal. wood, ment at INDEPENDENT LOB location. 29 BEECH STREET. Spring Street, (no drinking». 20 22 and while she wasn’t injured she is
Britain. Conn.. was overnight
and
sons
Donald
and
Robert
were
Tel. 1116-W.
21 23
and oil for sale, installed com STER COMPANY, Rockland.
FURNISHED Heated and Un badly bruised and shaken up.
dinner guests of Mr. and M rs. guest Saturday of her parents. Mr.
A New Six Room House with
plete anywhere. Nothing down.
20-22
Charles Bradley returned to Henry Keller Sunda v. Mr. and and Mrs. Fred Merrifield. Miss
bath in Thomaston for sale. Oil heated Apt* to let, fiomc newly
Small monthly payments starting
...
SECONDHAND Acetylene Cut automatic heat, aluminum doors painted, with lights and water „ . , *
Bernice Merrifield accompanied ,
May if desired. 36 mos. terms
paid.
V. F STUDLEY. Broad- *^ockland on Monday for Jury Mrs. Raymond Oxton of Lincoln
Mrs Woodbury back to Connecti
Write today: SUPERIOR HEAT ting Outfit wanted. TEL. 969-M. and windows. TEL. 504-WK be way, Tel. 1234 or 77 Park Street. Duty. He had been home for
the ville Beach were Sunday afternoon
Rockland.
20-22 tween 5 p. m. and 8 p. m. or all
cut Sunday.
ING CO., 351 Sherwood St., Port
Tel.
8060.
17-tf
weekend
w
’
ith
his
family.
callers
at
the
Keller
home.
ANTIQUE Firearms, flint lock day Saturday and Sunday. 21*23
land, Tel. SP 3-8617.
13*23
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor |
and percu&sion, etc., wanted, also
The Industry Committee of the
an(j Mrs. Oliver Counce anE
SEE US TODAY
GOOD USEdTaRS
visited Mrs. Mary Payson at |
powder flasks and bullet molds.
TO LET
Vinalhaven
Development
Associason
^lan
were
supper
guests
o
We finance our own cars. No H. W. LITTLE. 360 Broadway.
For Homes
Union. Monday.
finance or interest charge. MUN- T. l. 532.
Furnished or Unfurnished Apt. tion met with Mrs. Bessie Geary Mrs. Alice Reynolds in Camder
20-25
Mrs. Esther McFarland of Cam
ALL
Prices
and
Locations
SEY AUTO SALES. 131 North
on Friday evening.
Sunday.
3 Rooms and Bath
ALL kinds of old painted com
Main Street.
16-tf
Mrs.
Phyllis
Ross
of
Hartford,
Rev
'
j
w
Hyssong
of
Asbury
See Al peraonally
AUSTIN D. NELSON & CO.
inodes wanted.
I will pay $10
PIGS and Shoats for sale. each for the lift top variety. Will
AL’S BEAUTY SALON
Conn., is spending a few days in Park N j wag at hig summer Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
TEL. 928
GREENLAW FARMS. Lincoln also pay top prices for all kinds 63 PARK ST.
17 Park Street
30-tf
21-23 t0Wn vi8itin« wi*h hcr 8^ter *nd|home here Wednesday
He is
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
--------------------------------------------- brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Leo | moving to New York where he has
___________________________ 154-tf of old pine and maple furniture
F. H. WOOD
10 li
12 13 14
M
5
b 7
1
2 3
in any quantity. Write or phone
AT 81 Union Street: 3 room un- Lane.
On large lot in first grade
accepted a pastorate.
W. J FRENCH. 10 High Street, neighborhood: 8 rooms with two furnished apt. to let. with modern ■
lb
Stork Shower
The Tuesday Club met this week
Camden. Maine. Tel. CEdar 6- bathrooms, double garage, ce- kitchen and bath, heated. CALL |
15
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
3759.
15-tf mented
I
Mrs. Dorothy Littlefield was ! with Mrs. Henry Kellei The hos-'
893 days, 233 evenings.
14-tf
_______________________
basement, new heating
20
16
19
n
FOR WELDING SUPPLIES
MASON WORK WANTED
, unR and jn g-ood repair. $9500.
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with hostess to a group of friends on 1 teas next w«*ek will be Mi s Harvey |
YW'
Chimneys cleaned and repaired,! Pleasant Street location: At- bath to let. Elec, stove and re- Wednesday evening at a surprise Lunden
WESTINGHOUSE
i 25
23
22
24
21
roofing and carpentering. AL- tractive 8 room home with all frig., thermostatic heat and hot
shower in honor of Mrs.
Mrs. E S. Oberton was in Au• Electric Welders
FRED NICKLES, Mason. Tel. j conveniences. Hardwood floors,
19
—^4 Marjorie Conway. About 20 friends gusta Monday
i 26
2b“
969-M. P. O. Box 493, Rockland. | modern kitchen and bath and nice A\at<i. TEL. 1616.
• Gas Drive Welders
. .
156-tf neighborhood. $12,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Tolman
, .THREE
, . . Rm
. Unfurn.
.. ,
, Apt.
r , to and. neighbors
were present. and .
• Welding Rods
let. oil heat, bath; also 1 rm. furn.
1 33
31
32
DON’T Discard You Old Or
Cape Cod Colonial on 120 acres apt., kitchenette, bath, stove, re- Marjorie received many dainty and son Tinimv who have been
[WE GUARANTEE to Save You^ antique furniture. Call H. JOHN or land. Pretty view, hilltop loca frig., heated. Ref. reg. Adults and useful gifts. A lunch of sand- living in a trailer on Mt. Pleasant
yr'
3fe 37
NEWMAN for restoring and re tion. several acres in blueberry
Money On Your OXYGENfinishing. 48 Masonic St.. Tel production, large field of straw only. 45 TALBOT AVENUE. 36-23 wfchOS, eake and coffee was street have moved to an apartment
on
James
street
in
Rockland.
FIVE Unfurnisheu Rooms a.iu served and Mrs. Littlefield was asU06-M
1-ti berries, newly planted. House
3b
ACETYLENE Needs
Anne and Bonnie Spear wenslated in serving by Mis. Marie
EXPERIENCED. Conscientious has all modern conveniences and bath to let, hot water,12 circulaKNOX
ting
heater.
Inquire
40 Iqi ui
45 4b 47
43
guests of their aunt, Mrs. Keith
Fish Cutter wanted, permanent good water supply. $10,000.
J 7T
Morris Gordon
1
21-tf Carver and Mrs. Louise Chilles.
At the South End on large lot. STREET. Tel. 1382-M.
job. good wages. Write P. F., c/o
Crockett Tuesday.
TWO 2 Room Unheated and
1 51
THE COl’RIERCAZETTE. 4-tf 5 rooms and bath on each floor.
M9 50
40
i?etns to be the scheme of
It
and Son
LOBSTERS wanted."Top prices hot wak“r heat ,olI>- a«a‘'hed Unfurn. Apts, to let. All with elec,
May be used as refrig. and range. CALL 677 be- things that at this time of year
54 i 55
13-tf( paid for good stock. REGAL 1 t>«rn-gaiage.
53
52
tween 8 a. m. and 5.30 p. m. or many a bank account suffers from South Hope
7x^X^X^X^-X^X^X^X^X^-X^X^X> LOBSTER CO.. Rockland 1705.
single or duplex. $6,200.
buck fever
On Route 17. An attractive OOUSENS REALTY. Tel. 1538.
152-tf
58
59
5b
57
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
JOSIE ROBBINS
143-tf
_
stand of buildings consisting of a
Correspondent
w
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals,
porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas
seven room house with bath, cen
UNFURN.
Heated.
Thermosta

t9
w.
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.. Rags and Batteries.
feO
SERVICES
tral heat and attached barn. Six tically Controlled, Four Rm. Apt.
MORRIS C4ORDON and SON
Tel J510.____
143-tf
Donald Martz returned from
acres of field and wooded land. to let, shower, elec, kitchen range
68
Rockland
w
b5
bb
PAINTING and Paperhanging, Camden Community Hospital Fri
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg. Ixodand Street
$6900.
and refrig.. plenty h&c water
150tf
inside
and
outside
work.
All
work
ular $10.90 for $6.95. NORTH
Attractive cottage at Megunti- free. Over CARR S WALLPAPER
day.
70
EASTLAND
TRADING POST,
b?
cook Lake. Three bedrooms AND PAINT CTR. Rent $11 per guaranteed. Will furnish material.
Mrs. Edith Drinkwater and two
AL
Thomaston.
1-tf
screened porch facing lake and week. Inquire 586 Main St., or Tel. Work accepted any place.
Clayt Bitler
children of Spruce Head visited
garage. Fully furnished including 25-W.
nnTroslux '
6-tf BERT BROWN Tel. 451-R.
Have your chimneys cleaned.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (ConL)
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor Sun
boat. $9,000.
HORIZONTAL
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
THREE Room Apartment on
17-tf day.
Wants Ta See You About
55- Hindu deity (Myth.) 12- Within
1-Far
See F. H. WOOD. Court House, Main Street to let, unfurnished,
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
13- Cuddled
8-An irritation of the 56- Right* (abbr.)
Rockland.
21-23 heated. TEL. 1870.
IJTTLE A HGFFSES
Lime Street.
1-tf
Recent callers of Mrs. Susie
11-tf
14- Weasel-like animals
57- Accurate
skin
Goodyear Tires
Building Contractors
~ BABY Parakeets for saie, full
Hemcnway have been Mr. and 15- Not the same
of South America
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
59- A continent (abbr.)
COTTAGES
Tel. 178-11
HOrtffS
line of parakeet foods and mineral
135-tf
22-Noon (Fr.)
60- A liquid measure
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-tf 50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine Mrs. Will Gregory of Rockland
18-Sailor
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS,
24Corn-spike
(abbr.)
TWO Rm. Furn. Apt. to let. Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Oxton of 17- Pronoun
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
25- On the ocean
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
61- Barter
18- A theater-box
Easy to heat. Adults. Apply 12
Foundations - Chimneys
Lincolnville. and Mrs. Emily 19- A plot
Si
Thomaston. Tel 374
27-Choo*e*
inside and out. all work positively
62- Girl's name
WARREN
STREET
,51-tf
Remodeling & House-Builders
29-Son of Agamemnon
Pushaw. Mrs Hemettway accom
guaranteed. Will furnish material.
64- The (Fr.)
20- Musical note
Free
Estimates
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
21- Remainder (abbr.) 65- Countrie* ruled by 31-Halt*
Work accepted Warren to Camden.
119-tf
33-Wanting in fineness
ment to let, hot and cold water
an emperor
23-A Christmas log
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette. Estimates free.
VAN E. RU3>v
35-Wild (Scot.)
supplied. Located In Bicknel.
25- American Temper 67-Neater
WE repair and service all 11
________________________________ SELL. Phone 676-M. Post Office
37—Pastry
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E makes of sewing machines and
ance Society (abbr.) 69- Prophetess
=^^^^=3=^=^== Box 701 Rockland
78-lf
Rockland Maine
40Come* into view
70- Musical compositions
BICKNELL, n, Realtor. Phone vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
26- Part of the eye
1647 W
41- Syncopated time in
for seven voice*
1647-W
S2-tl ING MACHINE CO.,
28- Murdered
395 Main
danct musts
29-Capital of Norway
8-tl
FURN. and Unfurn Apts, to let. Street, Rockland. Tel. 1724.
COM/WfPC/4l
IKPHR.Hi.
FARMS
42- Unit of work (pi.)
30- Large sea-duck
AVON CALLING
Adults. Inquire in person at 11
VERTICAL
Twenty-four Hour Photo Serv
43- Lower
32- Anger
JAMES STREET.
108-tf ice. Axk for It at your local store
44- Father and mother
33- Verdant
or
at
GIFFORD'S.
Rockland,
Me.
THREE
rms.
plus
new
full
bath
45- Large lake
1- Milk repositories
LEARN HOW Y0 EARN MONEY.
34- Cheerful people
Itf
and
new
Youngstown
sink
to
let.
2- Time between events 46- Streamlet
RuffinirrfitCousens' Realty
36-Scatters
Special Training Assures You af Steady Income.
furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. R..f,
47Trapptrs
3- Very
38-A compass point
OIL
required. Inquire in person at
Business Opportunities
4- To take leave(abbr.) 50-Sailor
(abbr.)
I OOARAH1*® 1
IS YOUR HOME
Easy and Simple Method Starts You Earning Quickly.
53- Part of the feet
11 JAMES ST
I38tf
St-Ancient name ot Nio 5- Ho there (NauL)
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
ADEQUATELY WIREDT
HEAT
SAVIHO*.
6- Tltle of Abyssinian 54- Tally
40-Constructed
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. for rent
tl LIMEROCK 8T.

This house has quite a history.
and it has been considerable of
a traveller on the streets of our
city

John Spofford was appointed on
APril 2 1831- He was followed by
E. S. Hovey, who was appointed
on May 24 1841
Then came
Jarnos Crockett, who was appointo(j 0Rjune 29. 1841. He was followed by Leander Starr who was
appointedpostmaster on Nov. 8.
1842
Ou June 19. 1844 John Spofford
was again appointed Postmaster
and in this year he built this house
for his Pojct Office.
Whenthis land was wanted for

TIMKKY

MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN, Mgr.
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS, MAINE

Telephone Hampden 102 Collect after 6 or Banger 325S
r

22-24

TEL 1538

completely tiled bath with show
er, garage, auto, oil hot water
heat, nice view
of
Rockland
Harbor 13 South Street. Inquire
COUSENS REALTY Tel 1586,

194-tf

If Not, Call—
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
"Yonr Crosley-Bendlx Dealer”

44-Plagues

A. C. McLoon Co.
ROCKLAND

TKL. BI

MMf

48-Markets
4$-Greek letter
61-Or**ni*h finch
5S-Incites

57-Attention
53-Make a misstep
41-A title
S-Alludca
(•hhe.)
9-Cisw
ehurch (abbr)
10-Rcugh. iutting reek
Ul-SVUco
kings

7- Support for vines

He-M^sit

rogv

!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;
1

^peidlj^atters

J

Selected D. A. R.
Union Hicin

WALDOBORO COUPLE 25 YEARS WED VINALHAVEN HEALTH COUNCIL
PLANS CHEST X-RAY CLINIC, POLIO

Work of Three

n Good Citizen At

r

Artists in Show
1

Selected works of

Mian

ITS A FACT

Aj&uiat

(S^'wCTOkl*

OF ENGLAND WAS NOT
A QUEEN/

4

She was a king.
"King"
means "Head of the State",
"Killer", "Chief", or "Princi
pal", and does not necessarily
imply the male sex. "Queen"
Victoria
was the sovereign
power, a "King”. "Queen” is
the title of the consort of a
king.
1.
Mr. S. I.. Hughes,
M.P., in the "Suh Rosa column
of the ’Daily News and Lead
er’," Nov. 23. and 29, 1915.
2. "Popular Fallacies"—A. S.
E. Ackermann.

Come Here-You're Sure To Get It.

I

The Vinalhaven Health Council program for the Health Council.
met last week at the Medical There will a be film on the Red
Building. Chairman Mrs. Dorothy Cross shown at both North Haven
and Vinalhaven.
Sutiiffe reported that the eye tests
The Brownie Group have offered
had been started in the school by their services for Tag Day in July.
Public Health Nurse, Marjorie It was reported that the Sunday
Rascoe.
School class under the direction of
Mill. Lucy Skoog gave the re Mrs. Donald Estes has taken the
ports for the I. C. M. S. for the Health Council as its project for
past year.
the year.
It was agreed to begin the blood
Mrs. Gladys Dyer was appointed
typing program the last week in chairman of the Dental Clinic. A
March and the chest x-ray pro- four point plan was presented and
gram will begin its second year discussed. Plans are being made
on March 22. All patients are for a clinic to b'-gin this coming
asked to bring a friend to help in- summer and to be carried on
crease this program.
i through the fall. The four point
Miss Edith Grimes reported on plan is (1) Complete survey of
the Polio Vaccination Clinic, stat- i children wishing to participate in
ing that 3C8 adults had been sue-‘a clinic be made by a hygienist;
cessfully vaccinated with the first (2) A corrective dental program
shot and that second shots would to follow the survey; (3i A prebe given on Feb. 20, 27 and March ventative program of fluoride
2.
! treatment to benefit the children
The program for next month will in future years. (4) To insure
be on the Red Cross. Mrs. Lizzie continued care of the teeth through
Greenlaw is the chairman for the a program in the schools whereby
Vinalhaven Chapter. Mrs. Bertha children will be taught the imporSlaughter will be in charge of the tance of good dental care.

"FOLLOW THE WILD GOOSE//
Daytona Beach, Fla., Feb. 8.
in four and one-half days, cover
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— j ing 1515 miles without even a flat
Photo by Centimer
This could be called "Follow the tire or one screw or bolt out of
Ur. and Mrs. Willis Ralph
place in our little trailer.
Stephanie Wild Goose," or "A Dream of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph of and granddaughter,
The water at the Beach was 70
Seven
Years
Come
True.
”
We
'
Also, Mr. Ralph’s
Waldoboro celebrated their 25th Aisenault.
Wedding
anniversary
recently mother, Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. Mrs. spent the winter of 1949 in Florida, degrees today. We look like a pair
of Indians.
We have met Mr.
when relatives and friends pre Arsenault, and Stephanie.
and have dreamed of coming back
and Mrs. Herbert Graham from
sented them with a chest of silver,
Other guests were: Mr. and for seven years. Our winter's
purse of money, and flowers. Mrs. Mis. Roger Howard, Roger Ralph, jaunt into the deep south could Well6 Beach and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Ralph was presented with a cor Bonnie Ralph. Mis. Clyde Vannah, never have been possible without Haag from Bath, and a lot from
sage and Mr. Ralph with bouton Mr. and Mrs. Russell Winchenbach our little 15 foot mobile sportsman Portland, Gardiner, Augusta, Ban
niere by their granddaughter, and Laurie Jane, Mr. and Mrs. trailer, (which we have looked for, gor and a man from Monson, who
knows Mr. and Mrs. Norman Mil
Stephanie Arsenault.
Ward Ralph, Harold Ralph, Mrs. for seven years). No other means
ler of Thomaston.
There were two four-generation Chester Miller, Harold Ralph, Jr., will combine such extreme econo- j
groups present: Mrs. Willis Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crabtree, my with comfort for those of us : We have been entertained by all
the friends we knew here, had
her father. Fred Burns; her Maynard Eugley and Mrs. Char with limited incomes.
daughter. Mrs. Janice Arsenault, lotte Howard.
So, on the morning of Dec. 17. I Christmas dinner with Mr. •and
1958. we left our home in Pleasant Mrs. Alfred Abbott of Holly Hill,
Point, at 6.30 a. m. It was a love and New Years with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Achorn were
ly day, and headed south, but be Mrs. Sam Krause. We have met
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Museum Activities
fore we got out of the door yard, , and made many new friends. We
Kelsey Harkins. Waldoboro. Mr.
Tuesday
haven’t gotten to see Mr. and
and Mrs. Jameson called on Mr. 3.00 p. m. Gill Scouts—Troop 10 Fan had to drop a box of eggs,
Mrs. Wililiam (Eloise) Rivers yet
and
a
small
box
of
change,
which,
'
and Mrs. Levander Newbert, North 7.30 p. m. Adult Art Class
(formerly of Cushing, who live
Waldoboro.
7.30 p. m. Knox County Camera of course, we had to stop and pick at Boca Raton) and I Understand
up,
(the
change
that
is)
not
the
Ivan Scott called on his brother
Club
eggs. Those were left on the subscribe to our Courier-Gazette.
Melrose at Togus Sunday.
Wednesday
We are told that Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Kennedy was a guest of 3.30 p. m. Girl Scouts—Troop 4 ground for our surprised son Leslie Young, our neighbors back
(Philip)
to
find.
his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. 7.30 p. m. Knox Theatre Guild
In a few hours we left the state home are on a trip to Mississippi,
Ralph Eugley last weekend.
7.30 p. m. Civil release Ground of Maine behind us, and at 6 p. and are now in New Orleans, La.
George Miller returned to his
Observers Corps
m. stopped for the night at Mil Then they will head for Florida.
duties at Ivan Scott’s Monday
Thursday
ford, Conn. There we parked be We hope they will get to see us
after a week’s absence due to ill
10.39 a. m. Knox - Lincoln Exten side another trailer from Bangor, before we have to fly north and
ness.
sion Service
also headed south. I can’t re into the cold again next month.
Mrs. J. O Jameson was a Fri
The reports we have had from
3.30 p. m. Brownie Scouts — member their names, but they
day guest of her sister, Mrs. Les
up that way makes us shiver, as
Troop 18
knew
Guy
Lermond
of
Thomaston,
ter Post and they called on their
7.30 p. m. Coast Guard Auxili j also the Elliots. We didn't find we sit and perspire. It just doesn't
aunt, Mrs. Rida Fuller at Yorkie’s
ary
any more Maine folks until we seem possible there is winter any
Nursing Home. Rockland.
where
when you live here. I
Nathaniel Little was a weekend 7.30 p. m. Independent Egg Pro landed here.
ducer Association
We went over the new Tarrytown think the weather here has every
guest of his brother, Horace, in
bridge in New York from White one mesmerized. You don’t know
Ellsworth.
Plains, avoiding the city, and ar what day of the week it is or the
Clifton Miller and family called Beys 16 To 20
rived at the gates of the New date, and people don't seem to
at the Charles Morgans’ in Cam
Jersey turnpike, only to be turned care. Everyone seems to get here
den Saturday evening and were Costliest To Feed
away on account of the high some way, and a trailer park is
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
What
are the minimum winds, that day. Some of those the best way to observe that. Some
Arthur Melvin.
amounts you can spend for such bridges are so high when it blows sleep in their cars, some in a
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Mank and
necessities as food, clothing and it is too dangerous for a trailer, trailer just large enough to crawl
Kenneth Mank were callers at C.
medical care, and still get by in so we had to take the skyway in in and out of. There is a family
Bowers Friday evening.
some comfort and with a com New Jersey, to the new memo here, now with a box trailer, in
Miss Glenys Miller, who was at
monly accepted standard of liv rial Bridge into Delaware
which a man sleeps while his wife
home from Gorham for the week
ing? Changing Times, The KipWe arrived in Florida. 11 a. m. and small boy sleep in the car.
end, returned Monday.
They eat out of doors.
Kathy Davis is improving from linger Magazine, lists some of
I
them
in
a
copyrighted
article
in
You see and meet some very
men
can
get
by
on
$199
a
year,
her recent illness.
while the housewife's minimum is nice people this way, rich and
Mr. and Mrs. Dyson Jameson of 1 its February Issue.
Food costs vary with age and $122 a year. The minimum bud poor alike. We love it here, but
Warren call* d at Ray Simmons’
| sex. A baby, for example, can get for employed men is $119 a will always be glad to come back
Friday evening.
to Maine. Our regards to all (the
Mrs. Joseph Glaude. Mr . and I be fed for $2.77 a week, whereas year.
Medical expenses minimums snow birds from Maine).
Mrs. J. Glaude and daughters a man who does heavy work eats
$156.00 a year
Fan and Everett Davis.
called on th-- Nichol Pease family a minimum of about $7.37 •worth I range from
in Rockland. Monday evening and of food a week. As one would for a family of two to $354 a year
Believe it or not, bad luck
at Earle Reynolds, Thomaston, expect, the costliest human being for a family of six. This cost
to feed is a boy between the ages includes premiums for health and just as apt to come to the mi
Friday evening.
Henry Groth III, of Waldoboro of 16 and 20. Minimum expense, hospitalization plans.
who waits as anything else.
was a recent guest of Larry Davis. $7.59 cents a week. Women in
Mrs. C. Bowers visited with the 21-44 age group can be fed
Mrs. Frank Prescott in Rockland, adequately for $5.66 a week.
C'othing costs range from $20 a
Wednesday.
The Odds and Ends Club met year for an infant, to $233 a year
with Mrs. Kathy Ames, Rockland. for a girl between 16 and 20 who
Wednesday evening. Refreshments is employed. Older employed wo-

SINGER

Annual Winter Service

SPECIAL
*2.49

FOR ONLY...

WE

WILL

And Copy of
This
Advertisement

CLEAN AND ADJUST STITCH
Of Your Sowing Machine

See Oiut Betuiliind Pooled Wink
Slades 9k Kolwtod Code*

ALSO INCLUDES PACKAGE OF NEEDLES
CAN OF SINGER SEWING MACHINE OIL
Reg. $5.50 Value.. .. .. .. .. ..

PERFECT FOR SPRING WEAR.
When You Wont To Be Certain of Buying Satisfaction,

SHOTS, SUMMER DENTAL CLINIC

Cane-

vares, Ann Kocsis and Selma Shelander are being exhibited in the
square gallery of the Farnsworth
Museum during the month of Febluary. The three artists repre
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ross and
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church
sented have exhibited thei: art in
family
were
weekend
guests
of
Women’s Auxiliary will meet
national
galleries
throughout
bursday night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wotton of
North America.
Irs. Joseph.ne Rice at 7.30. The Ingrahams Hill ar.d Capt. and
Mina Canevares, a successful
newly elected planning committees Mrs. Walter Ross of Owls Head.
illustrator of books and magazines,
will give an outline of their plans
has traveled extensively in South
Mrs. Ralph Cowan and son
at thia impoitant meeting.
America.
Canvases
depicting
David and Mrs. Raymond Ander
dancers from various countries of
‘ The Emblem Club will hold a sen spent Monday with Mrs. Wal
South America have been exhibit
Itocial meeting Thuisdav night. 8 ter Sherman in Bangor.
ed widely in many national expo
o’clock at the Elks Home. Mem
sitions.
Mrs. John Pillin and son have
bers are requested to bring articles
Anr. Kocsis. who paints with hold
lor the white elephant sale in returned to their home in Lynn.
forceful strokes, has received ex
Charge of Mrs. Janet Lane and Mass., after spending the past
cellent reviews of her many New
Hrs. Marilyn Estabrook.
Mrs. week with her parents, Mr. and
York exhibits.
Zlvian Edwards, hospitality chair- Mrs. Russell Stewart, Owls Head.
Selma Shelandei has exhibited
nan, will serve refreshment.!.
frequently in Palm Beach and was
The birthdays of Mrs. Frances
...
, .. „
.
one °f 60 artists from a group of,
Miss
(harlotte
Kennedy
Sally Sylvester, daughter of Mr. Morse. Mrs. Riah Knight. Mrs. I
1500 entries to receive national
ind Mrs. Theodore Sylvester, Ada Simpson, Mrs. Evelyn St. ! Charlotte Kennedy, 18, Union distinction
ir.. observed her eleventh birthday Clair and Mrs. Jennie Pietroski High senior and the daughter of
Saturday afternoon by entertain will be observed with a supper Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Kennedy, has
ing a group of friends at her home Wednesday night. 6 o’clock by the been selected as the D.A.R. Good Hospital Fund
>n Fulton street. A skating party Anderson Auxiliary at the G A R. Citizen candidate from her school.
Dance On 23d
vas enjoyed followed by games hall. Mrs. Theodocia Foster will
The vice president of h' l class,
ind refreshments. The table, at serve as supper chairman. A she has been a member of the
An informal dance, sponsored
tractively decorated in red and business meeting will follow at basketball and softball squads all by the Knox Hospital Auxiliary to
vhite in keeping with the Valentine 7.30.
four years ar.d was Sports Queen raise money for the hospital’s
ieason, featured two beautiful
in her freshman and sophomore , building program, will be held at
The
second
annual
meeting
of
rirthday cakes and Japanese parayears.
I the Thorndike Hotel, February 22.
lol favors for the invited guests the Woman's Educational Club
She is also a member ot the ReMrs. Robert McCarty, dance
s-ho were Connie Farrell. Donna met In the Farnsworth Museum. flector staff, the Glee Chib and ; chairman, has announced that the
Hasan. Linda Studleyfl. Maryellen Friday, Feb. 15. The president Commercial Club.
1 Auxiliary sponsored dances last
Ooakley. Ann Ripley, Alivia Za- being absent, Mrs. Emma Brad-----------------j year met with such success that
street.
vice
president,
presided.
1
rlriou. Betty Lou Hanley, Julia
Mrs. Anna Foley has returned an annual series will become one
the
opending
exer
Moffitt, Dawn Crudell, Susan After
home after spending the past four of the group’s regular fund raistmes. Linda Richards, Judy cises. Mrs. Ruth Teel read a very months in Stamford, Conn.
i ing activities.
Trench,
Linda
Winchenbaugh. fine paper written by Mrs. Eula
---------I
As in the past, a buffet lunch
Slaine Curtis, Barbara Torfason,. Gerrish on '"Religion In America." | Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold will be served when the dance
losalyn Gay, Mary Sue Hilton, The prime reason for settlement in a supper meeting tonight at 6 30 ends at midnight.
America was religious freedom.
Bonnie Ames and Donna Hall.
with Mrs. Ethel Perry and Mrs.
Mrs. McCarty reports that
The Pilgrims were so called be
Naomi Farrar as co-chairmen.
reservations for tables have al
cause
of
their
wanderings
and
Mrs. Russell Connon was hono-ready started to come in.
•d with a surprise stork shower Separatists because they separat
Miss Sylvia Treneer was guest
ed
themselves
from
the
Church
of
Sunday evening at the home of
of honor at a bridal shower Thurs EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Richard Mackie of West England, taking refuge in Hol day evening at the heme of Miss
Earle Miller was In Brunswick
Meadow Road.
The many gifts land, and sailing to America in Lanta Preston. North Main street.
vere placed in a baby Carriage 1620. The Puritans were English Assisting Miss Preston were Mrs. Wednesday and in Damariscotta
■which was also a gift from a Protestants who regarded the Re Janice Kuhn. Miss Peggy Molloy on Friday.
Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren was
group. Invited guests were Mrs. formation in England as incom and Miss Joan Williamson. A
Dorothy Dyer, Mrs. May Merrill, plete and asked for the purifica decorated umbrella covered the a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hazel Brown, Mrs. Paul tion of the church. The nickname many gifts and a large tiered cake Fred Munroe.
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson.
Korhonen, Mrs. Winnie Wotton, of Puritan was popularly be complete with bride and bride
Mrs. Alice Wooster. Mrs. Elva stowed on all in the church and groom centered the table, at which
Genevicz, Mrs. Elin Mcklin. Mrs. out of it, whose views of religion buffet lunch was served. Guests husbands. Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Sonja Surek, Mrs. Helen Mazzco, led them to adopt a great austerity were: Mrs. Janet Pillin, Mrs. Crockett (Miriam) and Mr. and
Mrs. Helen Aho. Mrs. Barbara of life and gravity of demeanor, Sonja Pauley. Mis. Janice Cornel!, Mrs. Fletcher Burgess (Elaine),
Hooper, Mrs. Mildred Young. more so than the Pilgrims. These Mrs. Nancy Copeland, Miss Gloria then to Massachusetts to visit his
noble founding fathers established
brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ida Korhonen, Mrs. Lucille
religious freedom. Today, in mod Shafter, Miss Dorothy Green, Miss Mrs. Willard Morrison, and spendgutter, Mrs. Hazel Frankowski,
Maida
Jenkins,
Miss
Vicky
Anaern America religious toleration
Mrs. Blanche Frankov.ski, Mrs.
tasio. Miss Carol C'ark. Miss ng the weekend with her brother
remains the same irrespective of
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Leona Benner, Mrs. Bernice Call,
race or color. The afternoon Muriel Anderson. Miss Muriel Har Gillis in Hope.
firs. Mildred O'Jala, Mrs. Claylow, Miss Nancy Smith, Mrs.
speaker was Principal Harvey
Sunday morning the Sunday
Ion Grace, Mrs. Patricia Thomp
Kelley of the South School, who Pauline Hutchinson. Miss Betty School had 70 in attendance. At
son, Mrs. Alice Aho. Mrs. Shirley
Adams,
Mis.
Dorothy
Preston.
gave some general observations
the morning worship the pastor.
Hooper, Mrs. Janice LaChance,
concerning education, a broad sub
Rev. George R. Merriam, gave a
Mrs. Lucille Randall. Mrs. Cath
ject to deal with. He spoke of
most
impressive
sermon
on
erine Cross, Mrs. Dorothy Ma
teaching as being a difficult job. NORTH HAVEN
"Jesus’ True Knowledge of the
loney, Mrs. Helena Randall. Mrs.
No job has so much pressure at
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Inner Man; the Heart.” The choir
Dorothy Baxter. Mrs. Audrey tached as this, and this job of
Correspondent
of 10 with Etta Beverage at the
Teel, Mrs. Lillian Mackie, Mrs. teaching being done by our teach
Telephone t« s
organ sang "The Abiding Rock"
Hilma Johnson. Miss Esther John ers is carried out in an excellent
—— ■
by Carleton; "Let Us Extol Our
son. Mrs. Mattie Gardner. Mrs. way. He spoke of the necessity of ~ 1
Miss Susan Blown s guest at God" by Landon, with Response
Alice Wiley, Mrs. Walter Connon every girl and boy spending four
and Harlan Cochran. Refresh years in High School. Education is the home of her cousin 'Irene to Prayer by Walton, and Recesments were served buffet style the basic element of society. This Brown) and husband, Mr. and Mrs. sional by Neukomm.
Word has been received of Alfrom an attractively appointed has been recognized down through Robert Martin in Vina'haven.
table.
the ages. The coming generation - Austin Grant was in Rockland mon Ames' safe arrival at Sarasota, Fla., where he and the
has established it as a protection on Thursday fer x-rays.
High School Principal Dana friends with whom he went, are at
Social items, parties, weddings, for the country and the security
guests, all personal news for the in which we live, and its expenses Smith was in Augusta on Friday the Circus Trailer Park. He wrote
Courier-Gazette may be tele are of relative value. It is a pub on business e-'J Ih- -ehools are that it was 80 to 85 degrees there,
and the water for swimming was
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen lic function and a vested interest. ] closed for a w . 1; <vacation.
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or Millions have been spent in indus
Merle Mills ha.- h . n guest this the warmest he had ever seen, and
left at her home, 161 Limerock try but very little on education. past week at
hr me of his he was getting a good tan. Imag■treet.
tf There is a possibility of greater daughter, B -ari • i e l husband, ine Almon from Windham, N. H.
efficiency if money is spent to pro Mr. and ill - Geoige Gherardi and North Haven with a summer
vide special equipment and facili while attending Kn< x Superior tan in winter.
THE COFFEE POT ties, and there can be brought Court as Travels'- Juryman. After The Auxiliary Ladies held their
about a greater level of achieve spending the weekend at home, he monthly birthday supper this past
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
week, and by their report of what
ment in education. During the returned on Monday.
On Friday evening, Feb. 15. 15 they had, no one was counting
evening session Mr. Hadlock
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19
showed colored slides of the four ladies met at the Crafts Center calories or had a high score,
Rev. Neil Bousefield of the Sea
seasons in the Bar Harbor locality, (over Waterman’s Store) for work
Baked Chicken Pie, family
style, Veg, l»< ssert
$1.00 speaking briefly of each and of the of various kinds. Seme worked on Coast Mission Boat "Sunbeam”
plant and floral life of the islands. braiding rugs, while others under whose father and mother were
Braised Beef Tenderloin
Mrs. Jennie Pietroski rendered the guidance of Mrs. Dana Smith here when Dr. Bousfield was town
a la Deutsch, Veg.,
several delightful solos, accompan learned to cut blouses Irom a pat- physician around 1940, recently
Dessert
$125
ied by Mrs. Stone and Mrs. Frank tern.
lost his wife very suddenly with
Still Serving the Best
Yr-ing. musical directors cf the
Miss Sandia Beverage went pneumonia. Instead of sending
Char-Broiled Steaks Available
club.
Monday to Brooksville to visit flowers he requested the money to
friends during school vacation.
be given to theBar Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. Forster Morrison Church toward a new lighting sysspent last week away. Foster at- tern as a Memorial for his wife,
tended Superior Court on Grand Word just received says $426 has
Jury duty Tuesday then Mr. Mor- been given so far. Dr. Bousfield
rison and Elsie went to Portland is now in Woolwich but not at all
where they visited her sisters and well.

®

Own a First Quality Mink Stole with Selected Skins
For Only $375. *

J

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdaf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 19, 1957
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Clark’s
'Beverages

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
— Furriers —
ROCKLAND -

pin£ST

"Pins

Trx

MAINE

SAVE $3.01

All Service Orders Received Before March 26 Honored.
This Special Includes Any Moke Sewing Machine.
WE CALL FOR AHO DELIVER. CALL ROCKLAMD 172*

Singer Sewing Center
395 MAIN ST. - ROCKLAND ,
19-28

